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Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, January 19, 1972

vol. =oats Nil

Devaluation-8W
Should Ile Ready
Early Next Month

Seen&Heani
use Approves First Three
Aiound
Bills Without Any No Votes

alleged irregularities in several
precincts in Breathitt County.
D-i=
subcorn
Rep. 1.1oyd Clapp,
chairman of a
chosen by lot to hear *ma's
claim, told the House the panel
"found there possibly were
some election irregularities in
Volcker said he sees no
By BILL NEIKIRK
at least five precincts." Even if
trouble with the dollar-devalWriter
Press
Associated
the total vote in those precincts
WASHINGTON I API - The uation bill, predicting that Conwere thrown out, Clapp
Nixon
administration hopes to gress "will deal with this legisHowell still would win by Wfew
tie the knot on major new trade lation expeditiously." Technihundred votes.
deals and send its dollar-deval- cally, the dollar would be deThe subcommittee's recomuation bill to Congress by early valued by raising the price of
mendations to disallow Spicw's
February,, high-Treasury offi- gold from 935 to $36 an ounce.
&at) mittà.tinustd
In foreign exchange markets,
cial says.
Howell as the representative
The trade package and, the that amounts to a devaluation
from the district was approved
dollar-devaluation measure go of 7.89 per cent.
-by voice vote, without a dieland in band,Pad Volcker, unOn other topics, the under-sent.
dersecretary for monetary aftary said:
Among bills -reported favor'fairs, told..newannen -The Iilikoirti161_Tha
.out of Committees
He said he sees no difficulties will roll up a "very substantial
and later given first readinpto
in trade negotiations.
deficit" in fiscal 1972, and the
the House were:
"The trade package is going 1973 budget due to go to Con-HR. 111, raising the minto be wrapped up, I feel quite gress next Monday will be
imum salary for heads of state
sure," he said. "I think we can deeply in the red. But Volcker
departments frojn 803,00R to
'zilake'it by that date (early ,.said _both cumficit‘ are justified
,500 a year.
-Fehramayrt
under current slack economic
"
letbority TISREteita/c~body's interest."„
conditions. Other sources said
old De Marcus of Stariord pm_.,
-Volcker,an architect of Pres- the budget deficit for fiscal 1972
tested when the bill came up in
-Meat Nixon's international eco- May- reach alma* 440 billion,
the state government corn--1
nomic policy, held a rare on- the biggest in 77 years.
mittee. He asked if the 36 per
the-record news conference, the
-He does not expect the
cent pay raise were "a part-at
first since he was instrumental monetary agreement, in which
Two juveniles were arrested Gov.(Wendell)Ford's economy
Nease-in the international monetary a new system of currency exthis morning by the officers of In government that he talked so
settlement reached last Dee. 18. change rates was immediately
the Murray Police Department Much about during the cam-GUSTY WINDS-What can a little man do when the winds are
He declined to be specific on put into effect, will become unin connection with the breakins Paifin."
stronger than be ls? Why, two year old Anton Rang found the negotiations with the nation's stuck.
at the Brooks Daniell Cleanup
He said later that the raise solution by grabbing onto Morn's coat. Be Is the son of Mr. and major trading partners. As part
-The impact of the agree
Shop and the Phillip Brothers
Mrs. Anton Rang of Murray.
of the deal to devalue the dolon Page Twelve)
(Continped
Cleanup Shop at 511 South 3rd
Photo By Wilson Woolley lar, the United States has in- ment, which Makes imports
Street last Friday night.
sisted- that-Japan, Canada and more expensive and U.S. exBASE SALE AT BAWL
The police also said that two
the Common Market countries ports to other countries cheapBeta -chibThe
wiuhave Lynn Grove PTA Plans
other juveniles will probably be a bake sale in front of the Dees
agree to some trading con- er, may be slow in coming
where the big U.S. balance-ofpetitioned later to the court Bank of Hazel in downtown
cessions.
Thursday
trade deficit is -concerned. The
concerning the breekins at the Hazel on Saturday, January 22, Meeting
first impact on the trade balcleanup shop ruxithe theft at the from 8:30 a.m. to 12 noon. Miss
The Lynn Grove ParentMiss Lillian Watters was
ance may be adverse, he said,
Bennie- Page home'on Poplar Regina Cook,president,said all Teacher Association will meet
returned by ambulance, acStreet.
since the demand for higherkinds of baked goods will be en Thursday, January 20; at seven
priced imports may continue at
The breakins at the cleanup sale.
pm. at the.Lynn Grove School, companied by a nurse, to the
a high level through the early
shops were reported to the City
Mrs:1E1eatior Mflleri Sialh Murray-Ca Hooray County
The Murray Vocational part of 1972.
Police on Saturday at eight am. METHODIST MEN'S CLUB" grade'students will present the Hospital on Saturday. She still
Schad will or a class in incondition
critical
•
in
remains
Money was reported stolen at - The
Men's Club of the Mar- program.
. come tax returns beginning
both cleanup shops,' located in
All members and interested and is still unconscious.
tin's
United Methodist
Chapel
Tuesday, February 1, 1972, 6:30
teacher
music
Murray
The
the same building, according to
a
attend,
Church will meet Thursday, persona are urged to
p.m.
the
at
surgery
brain
underwent
the police report.
PTA spokesman said
January 20, at seven p.m.
The class will meet for tie
Baptist Memorial Hospital in
October and has been in the sessions on Tuesday and
intensive care unit of that Thursday evening from 6:30 to
9:30 p.m. in room 900 of the new
Dark fired tobacco prices
hospital until Saturday.
Miss Watters has taught Murray High School. The class continued to rise yesterday with
private piano lessons at Murray will discuss changes in the -lei another all-time high of $61.30
High School and in her home for laws,forms,small business and per hundred being the average
many years -and has been individual returns and some of the day, according te 011ie
associated with a large numbers sample returns may be Barnett, teporTer for the local
market.
Murray and prepared.
show the day they were first of- sponsored by Sen. B. E. Bil- of families in
By WIILLOIFIRADFORD
Monday's average was $61.11
served as . All materials will be furShe
County.
Calloway
fered for sale.
Associated Press Writer
will
lings, 1)-Stanton,
per hundred, again an all-time
at the First Baptist nished for the class which
organist
from
creditor
a
-Prohibit
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)-A
-Set out a code of ethics for
require a $5.00 registration fee high up to that date.
yaears.
wide range of con.stuner protec- both repossessing goods and legislators and create a five- Church for many
Total sales on the four floors
Carson of that will be due the first
LO.
Mr.
sister,
.
Her
. „.
tion bills backed by Gov. Wen- suing if the produce value is man board of ethics to in:1
- ab& br
ted tolotalti- N
California, will meeting.
_Pebble.Beach,
dell Ford, including, require- less than $1.000.
-vestigate complaints and in- arrive in. Murray on Tuesday,
Mr. Bill Gourley will be the $124,351.30.
nriehtsroi urdt pricing aiid dat- -Eliminate the incentive for itiate inquiries into possible vio- Mrs. Carson has been with Miss instructor.
Sale; of one-sucker tobacco
ing of foods, have been in- using "balloon payments" in lations of the code. Violations
To register call 753-4363 or will close on the Murray
but
Memphis,
in
Wattefs
troduced in the house.
any consumer loan or credit of the code would be punishable
home for a short attend the first. session on markets 'Friday, according to
The seven bills sponsored by transaction. A "balloon pay- by a fine of up to $5,000 or a returned to her
Holmes Ellis, head of the
to Murray. Tuesday, February 1.
coming
before
rest
House Majority Leader John ment" is a series of small jail sentence of up to one year
Western Dark-Ftred Tobacco
Swinford and Rep. Terry monthly payments followed by or both. The bill was sponsored
Growers Association.
McBrayer,D-Greenup,Tuesday one large payment at the end by Sen. Tom Garrett, D-PaduEllis said Friday will'
be the
would:
of the period.
cah.
final day of sales on !Murray's
-Allow consumers to cancel
-Prohibit referral 'selling
-Specify water quality standfour floors for the type 35
a home solicitation sale within and give power to the Attorney ards for Kentucky's rivers,
tobacco.
"Delinquency is a total kind three days.
General to enjoin any referral sponsored by Sen. Scott Miller
of problem", was one of the
-Prohibit assignment of con- selling plan.
Mr., D-LoilOville.
Elmer Dillon of Murray was Rtidy's Restaurant, reported
main ideas presented by sumer loans to a third party
"The consumer has been a
charged with "breaking and • the brezain to the city police
Michael F. Yelton, Superin- unless the borrower is notified victim too long," Ford declared
(Continued on Page Twelve)
entering KRS 433.190" by the this morning at 5'.05 a.m. Taken
tendent of Barkley Boys Camp, and does not object within in a
statement. "Measures such
Murray Police Department this from the restaurant were four
at the meeting of the Murray three months.
as these, incorporated with the
morning. Dillion is now in the dollars of pennies in rolls, eight
Optimist Club last night.
-Require foods sold by Fraud Law (previous1), indollars of nickels in soils, $1.50
County jail.
Calloway
Yelton gave a very revealing weight, standard measure or troduced) will offer the protecchange, two half dollars,
a
after
loose
charged
was
Dillion
talk that would be ideal for numerical count to be marked tion Kentuckians have long
warrant for his arrest was $10.40 in loose nickels, and $1.53
anyone dealing with young with the price per measure as needed and sought."
The. quarterly meeting of the
signed by City Judge Pro-tern In loose pennies, according to
people, a spokesman for the well as the selling,price.
Woman's Missionary Union of
Other bills introduced Tuesarrest
His
for
report.
was
police
Betty
Wilder.
the
club said.
-Require edible, perishable day would:
the breakin at RUdy's
After investigation by the the Blood River-Baptist
Yelton said that the main commodities to be labeled to
-Allow- overweight truck
acpolice officers, and a Association Will be held at the
night,
last
local
Restaurant
causes of delinquency .were
cases to be tried in Franklin
of Dillion's room had Cherry Corner Baptist Church
Murray
the
Police
,to
search
cording
broken homes, lack of
Circuit Court as well as the — tearge-and ErrieStitte Blood,•been made by the police of- -on Monday,-Jahuary-24, ritTeri
TeLre•tion, and dtsappatntroata
.
court where the alleged viola- in custody in the Calloway „Mrs. Opal Smith, owner of ficere,-the warrant for Dillon's
with school and the community.
tion occurred and allow the County Jail since January 4th
Lewis,president-of-the
David
_
had
,
Dillien
given:
was
arrest'
He stressed that Kentueky has
state Attorney General to pros- on Charges offorgery, appeared
Baptist Student Union at
to
permission
police
the
given
reacted very favorably to the
ecute all such cases, submitted
U.S. _Magisallite ,Tyler
-switch his room, according to Murray State University, will
by
delinquency problem
Three from the Murray area by Sen. Nicholas Baker, D- before
be the guest 'speaker. He will
yesterday
the police officers.
Buren in Paducah
maintaining the smaller homes, have been installed into the Louisville.
discuss his world mission tour
restaurant
.the
according
to
Entrance
afternoon,
to
the
and camps instead of one large pttle Sisters of Alpha Kappa
-Require coal trucks weighwas med by breaking a latch on he has just completed.
Institution. He also pointed out Psi. Alpha Kappa Psi, is a ing more than 18,000 pounds to office of Sid Easley, Calloway
Lewis was invited to join
the basement door. The robber
that the emphasis today is on men's h000rary professional pay the full $132 annual regis- County Attorney.
went
and
basement
the
entered
youth from churches in
other
Paducah
the
of
agents
F.B.I.
The roof of the Crawford Shell
"treatment and not punish- business-fraternity, at Murray tration fee charged other such
upstairs into the kitchen, the the Southern Baptist Conwere
warrants
was
said
Grove
office
Lynn
at
Station
ment."
State University.
trucks, instead of on1), 40 per
police said. All the change was vention who were enlisted by
President Bill . Cherry
They are Jan Thornton, cent of that as at present, also served on Blood for two counts damaged by fire this morning,
from the cash register the National Student Ministries
removed
cars
according to the.ceport filed by
recognized Optimist guests `Who Marilyn Yarbough, and Becky sponsored by Sen Nicholas of transporting and selling
across the state line between the members of the Calloway as well as the money in rolls Department of the. Sunday
included Dave Marquardt, Jo Robertson.
Baker.
minots and Kentucky.
County Fire-Rescue Squad who kept in a cabinet, the report School Board to form a Baptist
guest of Larry Mayfield and Bill
Miss Thornton, Rt. 6 Murray,
-Repeal the entire Merit
said. Money was also removed World Alliance group to visit
Ernestine Blood, 20-year-old were called to the scene.
Adams, Jr., guest of Dan Boaz. is a seiner majoring in System
law for state employes, wife of Blood, was charged on
a March of Dimes con- mission fields and contribute to
from
said
members
Squad
Rescue
daughter
The local Optimist Club will marketing. She is the
an undermined amount youth work. The,. expenses for
tainer,
and
selling
two
of
five
a
counts
the fire started from
sponsor a shoot, dribble and of Mr. and Mrs. Joe If. ThornFALSE ALARM
disposing stolen vehicles across gallon „as drum,but no damage of cigars taken off of a shelf, Lewis' trip was raised through
pass contest later in the year. ton.
•
was reported except to the roof. and the subject attempted to contributions from .the various
The members of the Murray state lines.
The Club issued a'"thank you"
Also,a senior, Miss Yarboagh
Bond was set at $10,000 for The fire was out on arrival of toiter a cigarette machine but churches and individuals.. ,
to the comm-unity for making 'is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fire Department answered a
Mrs. Crawford Ray. WMU
. failed, the police report said.
Blood
and he is preseotly in the squad.
call
tew
to
Book
1625
Store
of
at
Yarpough
Murray
annual
the
Christmas Tree sale Chester
urges the public_ to
director,
.
itx
officials
custody
at
federal
i
call
of
the
received
at
Squad
The
State University on-Tuesday
such a success. Farmer Ave.
are asked, to
Persons
qttend.
FREE KITTEN „
"All year long these dollars
Miss Robertson, Rt. 7 12:35 pm.•This was a false McCracken County Jail. -Mrs. 8:20 a.m. and the members
him*. Dessert and
sack
a
bring
is
'kitten
-flack
and
a.m.
8:40
white
a
was
at
under
Blood
thrscene
put
at
$5.000
Book
A
the
arrived
at
and
officials
will be used for the good of the Murray, is a junior. She is the.
drinks will be served by thehoet
'Murray youth," -9 spbkesman daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gus Store knew nothing about the bond, which she posted, and was They returned to. the firehouse free to some one as a pet For
church.
•
information call 753-3059.
released by federal` officials_
call.
at nine a.m.
said.
Robertson.

By WILLIAM BRADFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) A good- reader sends us the
Not a single negative vote was
following from the Springdale
News in Arkansas, We think we cast as the Kentucky House of
have run this before, but it is Representatives passed its first
good enough to run again in bills of the 1972 session, incase you missed it on the first go cluding a $4 million legislative
budget.
round.
The House Tuesday approved
It is a commemtary of sorts three bills and a resolution and
which springs from some of the 'accepted a recommendation to
screwball handling of criminal continue to seat Jeff Howell of
Jackson as state representative
cases by the courts today.
for the 89th District.
ved jthe
The bias a
• sent to the Senate
a . ouse
a
farawaicountry, there lived a were:
-House Bill 49, approprating
airl called Bad Riding
_
mother $2 million to the General AsHood. On_her
asked her to takesibs4r.el of- sembly as the legislative budgfood to her grandhrotherr, who et for the 1972-74 biennium, aphad been ill and lived alone in a proved 96-0. That would Ve
$219,660 more than was approcottage in the forest.
"It happened that a wolf was priated for the General Assemlurking in the bushes and bly this biennium, with half of
overheard the conversation. He the increase' going for elecdecided to take ashortcut to the tronic data proceasinc
allawing-poLice
grandmother's house and.
the goodies for himself. The court judges in third class
have court clerks, as
wolf killed the -granchnottac.
then dressed up , in. her police court judges now can
.nightgorrif and junipeiTinto beZ
• to await the little girl.
"When she arrived,be made
nasty suggestions, and tried to
grab her. But by this time, the
child was very frightened and
A traffic collision was inran screaming from the cotvestigated Tuesday at 3:33 p.m.
tage.
"A woodcutter, working at the intersection Of 12th and
nearby, heard her cries and Main Streets, according to the
rushed to the rescue. He killed report filed by the officers of the
the wolf with his axe thereby Murray Police Department. No
saving Red Riding Hood's life. injuries were listed on the
All the townspeople hurried to reart.
Cars Involved were a 192
the scene and proclaimed the
two -door hardtop driven
Ford
hero.
a
woodcutter
Parker of
"But at the inquest, several by Frances H.
Murray and a 1967 Meicury four
facts emerged:
"I. The wolf had never been door driven by Blanche S.
Carver of Hahaptan.- - -wleepaRoi
Police said the-Panter
"2. The woodcutter had made
•
no warning swings before going south on Main approaching the traffic light,
striking the fatal blow.
"3. The Civil Liberties Union slowed down. The driver of the
stressed that, although the act Carver car, also going south on
of eating Grandma may have Main, said she was unable to
been in bad taste. The wolf was slow down quick enough to
only "doing his thing" and thus avoid hitting the Parker car in
didn't deserve the death the rear end knocking it into
another car which was not
penalty.
"4. The SDS contended that damaged,' according to the
killing Grandma should be police report. The car and
considered self-defense, since driver of the third car were not
_she as over 30 and,therefere, identified on the police report.
Damage to the Parker car
couldn't be taken seriously
because the wolf was tOing to was on-the front and rear end
and to the Carver car on the
make love, not war.
right front.
(Continued oo PageTwelve)

have in other size cities, passed
944.
-H.B. 90, simplifying and reducing the cost of settling estates for which the beneficiary
and executor are the same person, approved 94-0. The bill
would remove the requirement
that separate bank accounts of
provided for the estate in such
cases and would no longer require courts to approve expenditures from the estate.
Also approved on a 91-43 vote
was House Republican 13 appropriating to the Legislati
Research Commission lard
general expenditure fund $3.300
per calendar day of the 1972
general session to pay rare
help. .
The issue of Howell's electi
as representative for Breathitt;
Estill, Lee and Owsley counties
was raised by the defeated Republican candidate, Warren
Spicer. He asked that the seat
be declared vacant beck

TI10 Juveniles
Arrested-Tiiday

No One Injured In
Collision Tuesday

Murray Youth EnTisis
In Army Three Years
A 17-year-old youth, Danny
Lynn Darnell, has enlisted for
three-years active duty in the
U.S. Army and is currently
taking basic compal..training at
Ft. CampbelT, Ky.1
The son of Mr.and Mrs. Virgil
Darnell of Murray, he attended
Calloway County High School
before entering the Army.
of
the
Announcement
enlistment is made by Sergeant
First Class Jerry Work, 'local
Army recruiter. He said
Private Darnell, after basic
training,
will
receive
specialized training in wire
communications.

The Weather
Jackson Purchase
Partly cloudy and colder
tonight with lows 30 to- 35.
Cloudy with slight chance of
showers Thursday. High in low
to mid 50s. Outlook for Friday-wanner with chance of occasional showers.
Kentucky Forecast
Continued mostly cloudy
through Thursday% with occasional scattered showers. Lows
tonight from mid 30s to_low 40s.
Highs Thursday from the mid50s north to low -160s south:
Extended Outlook
A chance of occasional Showers'In Kentucky Friday, Saturday arid Sunday. Warm Friday
through Sunday. Highs from
the mid 50s to low 1512T-'1ws
from the upper 308 to mid 40s

On

Miss Watters Now
At Local Hospital

-•

Income Tax Classes
To:Be .0fferad__Ilere

Tobacco Sales
Up Yesterday

Consumer Protection Bills
Introduced In State House
^

Yelton -Speaks
At Optimist
Club Meeting

an Arrested In
Restaurant Breakin

Lewis Is Speaker
For Blood River
WMU Meet Monday

Man And Wife
Appear Before
Paducah Judge

Local -Girls
Installed In Fiat

Crawford Station
Damaged By Fire
This Morning

.•••••••
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Farm Show
To Be Held
in-touisville

THE LEDGER & TIMES
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.e.e047tIteactitlyt,

needs to keep us competitive in
Dear Editor:
poser-mad world lies chiefly
the
Editorial
Your
"Is
Freedom
W. P. Williams, President (1911-1963)
James C. Williams, Editor and Publisher
-Fading in Land of the Free" in the hands of university and
Gene AAcCutcheon, News Editor and Production Manager
January 12 interested me very college based scientists. What
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
much because I have just worries my author is that the
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best in
LOUISVILLE,-The largest finished reading a bock on that most important universities and
ttrest of our readers.
'National Representatives: Wallace Witmer- Co., 1509 Madison Ave
showroom for farm products general subject. But this author most of their scientists have not
Memphis, Tn.; Time 1. Lite Bldg., New York, N.Y.; Stephenson Bldg.,
and machinery in the United saw the dangers to our questioned the government's
Subscription Rates: By carrier in Murray! 5.35 per week. $1.52 per
States will be the 1972 National freeciolns in a different per- right to the research of these
month, $18.20 per year By mall in Calloway and adjoining counties,
Farm Machinery Show in spective than you did. But he university scientists at all and
$7.50 per year; other destinations within 150 miles of Murray, $15.00
Louisville, Ky. February 16-19. agreed with you that it was that as a result the government
per year, more than ISO miles from Murray, $1800 per year. All mail
subscriptions plus 5 percent state tax.
This rune and, a half acn remarkable with what calm the. is now at least indirectly_nuk
- Entered daily at me Post OttiCtr:morrav.giriTuliCiTiiendisplay will house products American people generally ning the universities by granas Second Class Matter
•
from more than 350 major and were accepting ever increasing ting them millions of dollars for
The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community .
short line manufacturers. It is controls.
the research it wants done, and
is the Integrity of its Newspaper
all located under one roof at the
Your Earto
mentioned such programs are increasing
WEDNESDAY-JANUARY 19, 1971
Kentucky Fair and Exposition government in erence in the from year to year. What
Center.
realm of human ysical needs troubles my author especially is
The 1971 show as such a such as rninnntail income for all that the universities and the
success, that this year's allow Americans, cradle-to-the-grave scientists not only do not
has been expanded to the East medicare, federal drug con- question the need of any of this
LEDGER a TIKES FILE
Exposition Wing at the Center, trols, etc. My author, on the research, but also try to get as)
providing an additional three other hand, confined himself to many grants as possible. The
Mr. and Mrs. William I Red) Lawrence and their six children
acres of equipment.
governnient interference In the result has been to create the
lost their home and contents by fire on the night of January 17.
Close to 150,000 people from 35 realm of human spiritual needs multi-university that
They reside at Kirksey.
states and five foreign countries such as e.g. our religious, in- overemphasizes research and
Deaths reported are Mrs. Sallie Peters, age 90, on January 18
'attended the show last yean, tellectual, social and political neglects teaching, something
and Mrs. Novia Parks Campbell,age 63,on January 17.
They viewed everything from freedoms. In this realm he saw which the students at the
Miss Pat Dill was installed as worthy advisor and Miss Diane
plowing and planting units to the greatest threat to our in- University of California were
Vaughn as worthy associate of the Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
silos and feeders, forage ktividual freedoms. My author
the first to notice arid to protest.
of the Rainbow for Girls at the meeting held on January 16 at the
The rise of multi-universities
equipment
is,
I
to
think,
a
milking
good
example
a
of
•••••
Wie
. Masonic Hall.
•••••
In the tradition of what It
machines, hybrid seed and United States citizen who lc_ aai3 not,
Kirksey-beakConeerdand-LymiGi ov beat-HIMIn the open=
guarduniversity should be. Much of •
farm che ca
you
expressed
"on
it,
show'
will
• games of the Calloway County Grade School Basketball tourreturii this year withal the new againstencroachments on then- the research they-are doing
L TA
._ nament being played at CallowaySounty High School
own precious freed-orns.,, This belongs in institutes of
lines for 1972.
The show is free to-the public specifically _Jo____whot worries technology or industry, not 111
Nod
universities or colleges. Why
and tickets may be obtained by him:
siso•
waif"NW 'one
Wilting: National Farm
More and more power haw-did university leadership allow
ideichisaary 'Show, Kentucky
come to-the universities and Itr-Htseiftohrti so completely under
-1ZDOEWIF7DIES FILE
Fair 'and Exposition Center, some colleges in this country. the thumb of government
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Williams, lust off the New
-P.O. Box 21179, Louisville, Ky. That
because the scientific __money? Can a democracy afI,
.
!•
-Highway from
T.L-Dunn-'s--Gro
ford to neglect the education of
rrerNHA
y
knwe
lisdge
ppy-4-u
ti
-KN
_ .
--- ground an-the night
Its citizenry for the sake of
.
Amonssoonme
___fituirsyStata4-Thoratiglihrodshcaluisiour-pnisloalisCistr5t-17,_- _
government money, research
- on huruarlrby Tseafirig the Nii.u•shall Term 89 to 62.B
arid pEstiLeL.Why,
th_e
m26ana Melvin De"weese 24 foruniversities not stand up for
Murray State.
Mr.-and--Mrs. John Osear Robinson of Murray Route One
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Mrs. Noel Smith
•Hostess For Meet
New- Concord Club

• titive in
- chiefly
ty and
ta. What
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ties and
have not

Mrs. Noel Smith opened her
home for the meeting of the
New Concord Homemakers
Club held on Wednesday,
.January Malone o'clock in the
afternoon, Mrs. Charlie Stubblefieki, president, presided.
The devotion with scripture
reedingfrom
was given by Mrs. W.T.
iCingins. Miss Erin Motgoniery
called the roll and gave the
treasurer's report.
Members of the club chose to
study "Textiles" for another
year. They also completed the
calender for the remainder of
the year.
The lesson on the "Population
FAO:rim" was presented by
Mrs. W.D. McCuiston.
- During the social hour
refreshments were served by
Mrs. Smith.
Three visitors were Mrs.
Darrell Mitchell, Mrs. Lavelle
Willoughby, and Mrs. Hildred.
Sharpe. Other members present
Were Mrs Reth Weeks- _Mr:Simone Taylor, Miss Mary
Montgomery, Mrs. Rainey
Lovins, Mrs. Leman Bailey,
ldrs. Louise Patterson, Mrs.
Willie Smith, Miss Beatrice
Locke,.Mrs. Olive Hagan, and
Mrs. CurtICe
The next meeting will be on
Wednesday, February 9, at one
p.m. in the home of Mrs. Willie
Smith.
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Scerie Of Meeting
Of Church Circle
The Alice Waters Circle of the
Women's Society of the
Christian Service of the First
'United Methodist Church held
its regular meeting in the home
of Mrs. A.M. Alexander, 1707
Wells'-Extended, Tuesday,
January 11.
In the absence of the
Chairman,,Mrs. I.B. Mayfield,
Mrs. A.C. LaFollette, cochairman, presided, opening
the meeting with prayer and
reading an article with combook'
the
ments from
"Hungering Dark" by Fredrick
I3uckner.
_
Thee minutes .ad roll eldl
were by the secretary, Mrs.
A.M. Alexander, Mrs. E.J.
gave
the
Haverstock
treasurer's report.
A pledge service was held
with pledge cards signed for the
new year.
Mrs. W.E. Moffett, retiring
chairman was presented with a
life membership pin, with love
and appreciation for her
dedicated work Mid loyalty in
the circle and the Women's
Society for the past two years.
Meet LaFollette made an
appegi for the Response
Mag.Aine and called the attention to saving for the "Call to
Prayer and Self Denial" for the
year.
The February meeting will be
with Mrs. James Garrison.
Refreshments were served to
fourteen members and one
visitor, Mrs. Pearl Moffett from
Chicago, Illinois.
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The Baptist Women of the
Elm-Grove Baptist Church will
-have Its intssiththe
church t seven p.m.

red
-

' Tanradey, Jatiniry II The
andBusiness
Professional Women's Club will
meet at the. Woman's Club
Mouse at 6:30 p.m.

,
44611

Don't nip last supper
in the first course

The Murray-Calloway County
Jaycettes will mee•te the_ home
Of Mrs. C. P. Williams, 513
Shady Lane, at eight p.m.

By Abigail Van Buren

rs w. u. rrnxer
Mr.and Mrs. W.B.Parker will celebrate their golden wedding
anniversary turllimday, January 21, with an open-house at their
-home at OM Poplar Street, Murray, from two to four-thirty
o'clock in the afternoon. All friends and relatives are invited to
attend.
The couple was married January 22, 1922 nuHenry -County,
Tenn., with Rev. Gus Fielder, a Baptist minister, officiating.
They were attended by Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Ratterree, -Hay
Lassiter,.and the late Esther Blalock.
Mrs. Parker is the daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. John T.
Blalock of
County:Malt a retirtd employee ot the
wxflowayCwty 110sPitalMr. Parker served as Chief of Police for the City of Murray for
nineteen years and isnow working as seturity man atthe-MurrayState University Book Store. He is the son of the late Mr. and Mrs.
M.G. Parker.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Parker are members of the First BaptistChurch.They have two,aons, Dr. Castle E. Parker of Murray and Dr.
William T.Parker of Paducah.One daughter,Eva Gray Parker,
is deceased. Their five grandchildren are Paula and Gene Parker
of Murray,and Lori,Clay,and Creston Parker of Paducah.

Coffee Cup Chatter
By University Of Kentucky This counter can be used for
County Extensioa Agents
flower arranging, with conFor Home Economies
tainers and,equipment stored
On fabric sold by the yard, above. Base cabinets can be
information about fiber content planned with pull-out shelves
is given on a hangtag or printed for laundry baskets, holding
on the bolt-end. In many in- clothes to be ironed,- as- well as'Wield,' Abe fabric. or fiber -to be washed. Any extra cabinet
"mairefaeturer also provides space is ideal for storing,
pertinent information on freezing and canning equipwashability,dryibg procedures, ment. Storage for an ironing
drycleaning, pressing and board requires a space at least
similiar care instructions. 65 inches tall and eight inches
However, this information wide. A shelf above gives
remains in the store attached to storage for the iron, starches,
the bolt, and the purchaser etc. The laundry area is also an
must rely on her memory once ideal place for a sewing center.
she has taken the fabric home. -Juanita Arnonett, Courthouse,
Some manufacturers provide Paducah, Ky: 42001.
free leaflets or instruction
sheets on the use and care of a
In underdeveloped counties,
particular fabric. Should you diets average 900 calories a day.
buy a fabric that you are, un- -Maxine Griffin, Clinton, Ky.
familiar with, ask for these 42031 Phone 653-2231.
sheets which may be available
at the fabric counter. Catherine C. Thompson, Hickman,Ky.42050 Phone-236-2351.

The Home Department of the
Murray Woman's aid) itul
meet at .the club house at two
p.m. Hostesses will be
Mesdames Charlie CrawfdTd,
T.C. Doran, Humphrey Key,
and
The Hazel Woman's Club will
meet at the club room atlievetr
p.m.
Temple Hill Chapter No 511
Order or the Lamm -5NIEr in
scheduled to meet at the
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.m.
A banquet for all numbers of
First. Baptist Church aver- 65
and graedrenta of any of the
young people of the church will
he held oesix,p.m.-iiithe-olvareh dining hall.
The general officers and
leaders of all age groups of the
WMU of the First Baptist
Church will be held at the home
of Mrs. Edgar Shirley at 3:30
P.m.
Saturday, Janeary 22
The Alpha Depariment of theMurray Woman's Club will
have its luncheon Meeting at the
club--house at noon with Mra.
J.I. Hosick, Miss Cappie Beale,
Mrs. Edwin Larson, Mrs. John
J. Livesay, and Mrs. Harry
Conley as hostesses.,

DEAR ABBY: My husband and I are building our
dream house, after many years of planning.
• •It is practically finished, but here's the 'problem. Our
• contractor's-wife, who's a friend of ours, fancies hersalf..an
Artigt And-she-thay,bera..geod-onit,-but•I don't car. lee bir
kind of work.
The last time my husband and I went to look at Our
house, I neared the beginning of whet appeared to be-a flow,nanny Phew)
• large mural covering a wall in our dining room.
MISS Elizabeth Kathleen Woods
I called this contractor's wife and told her that we had
Mrs. Gernie Boyd Woods of Murray announces the engagement
planned on papering the dining room, and she said,."Oh,
ils-guava;pirst--aa--agwo We.- _
:
--vairearecija--that
and MP43110.1111/.133arrlagesitherciatighter.,_ElizahettiKathisen,--4.to Marshall E.Gilliam, Jr.,son of Mrs. Marshall E. Gilliam, Sr.,
sion of 'The Last Supper' as a housegift!"
of Murray.
Abby,"I still want wallpaper. My husband says "You
The wedding will take place on Friday, February 113, at seven
can't insult the woman. Let her finish it. You may like it."
o'clock in the evening at the "fret Presbyterian Church in 1 ,
khow I will not like The Last Supper" on my.dealt
Murray: All,friends and relativesareimdtedloattend.
ream wall, but fdoret kno* how to- telt her Without ItUat
'
her. What is you advice? INDIGNANT IN INDIANAPOLIS

Mrs. Lula Carraway
-Celebrates 90th Birthday Sunday'

Mrs. Lola- Carraway of 401
South 6th Street, Murray,
celebrated her 90th birthday on
Sunday, January 16, with
family and - friends. Mrs.
Carraway's•family includes
eight children, eighteen
grandchildren, and thirty-six
great grandchildren.
A life-long resident of
Calloway .County
Mrs.
Carraway received many lovely
'tads and phone calls.
Those sharingin her birthday
Mr.and Mrs. Terry:Lawrence' wereddiss Nelle Carraway, Mr.
will have open;house at their,
DwiEi, 11-•!ff. And"
home at 1503 Belmont Drive Mrs. Burie Waldrop7Mes.'Gebel
from five to eight-p.m. in Scarbrough, Mr. and Mrs. Pat
_celebretion of their golden- Carraway, Mr. and Mrs. Odell
wedding anniversarj. All Orr, Doris Scarbrough, Jane
friends and relatives are in- and Ronnie Orr, Mr. and Mrs.
vited. ,
Doyle Humphreys, Vicki and
Beth, Miss Terese Carraway,
Sunday, January 23
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Parker Mike Farley, Mr. and Mrs.
will celebrate their golden Albert Hayden, Mrs. Tina
wedding anniversary with an Colburn, Mr. and Mrs. Burris
open houttelft their home at 809 waters, Mr. and Mrs. Jarnes
Poplar Street, Murray, from Thurmond, Mrs. Pete Farmer,
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Roberts,
two to 4:30 p.m.
Miss Carrie- -B. Curti, -Roy.
The Mothers' March for the Folsom, and Luther Jones.
Birthday cake and coffee
March of Dimes will be completed during the coming week. were served. Phillip Blaine Orr,
a great grandson of Mrs
Carraway's also has the same
birthday. He was eight years
old. Due to sickness he was
unable to visit with his grandmother.

To Observe 36th Anniversary

Men's trouser cuffs should
hang down so that they just
touch the instep of the shoe and
Just cover the top of the shoe in
the back. -Dean
Roper,
Courthouse, Mayfield, Ky.

iCompany Lunch

IF YOU'RE, PLANNING A
LAUNDRY
AREA -the
Salad
Green
Tuna Pie
Cookies "assembly line" approach II to
Fruit Compote
have counter space beside the
TUNA PIE washer for sorting clothes, also
..
Crabmeat may be substituted- a sink for pretreating, with
like.
you
for the tuna if
some storage space above or
8-Inch unbaked pastry shell below for detergents, bleaches,
with higlwstanding rim
etc. A counter beside the dryer
14 cup chopped scallions for
folding clothes is helpful.
(green onions)
3 tablespoons butter
1 can (7 otmces) tuna,
drainectend.hroken up
3 Ms
1 container (8 ounces) heavy
cream
3 tablespoons prepared yellow
Mrs. Myrtleen Wood of
mustard
Benton Route 'Two announces
1/4 cup grated Swiss cheese '
the engagement of her
Bake pie shell in a preheated daughter, Wanda Cole, to Joe F.
minutes;
5
for
oven
450-degree
Green, son of Mr. and Mrs.
cool. In an 8-inch skillet cook
onions in butter until wilted-a James Green of Benton Route
few minutes; stir in tuna; heat One. Miss Wood is the daughter
gently for a few minutes. In a orthe late Henry Cole Wood of
medium mixing bowl beat eggs Marshall County.
The bride-elect is a 1971
until yolk and whites are just
combined; add cream and mus- graduate of South Marshall
tard; beat until blended; stir in High School and is presently
tuna mixture. Pour into pastry attending Ezell's Beauty School
shell: sprinkle with cheese. In Murray.
Mr. Green' is presently emBake In a preheated 375-degree
oven until tilling is puffed and played by Cain and Tress Motor
goldentrown-30 minutes. Let Sales, Murray.
stand a few minutes before
Wedding plans are inserving. Makes 6 servings.
complete.
•

Wanda Cole Wood
Is'Engaged To
Joe F. Green

•

fi Nies. J. B.Burke= . ..•

Wednesday, Jamey
The annual Lee-Jackson,
Maury. luncheon of- the J.N.
Williams chapter of lbe Wired
Daughters of the Confederacy
will be held at the Murray
Woman's Club MOM Dr. 1..1.
Hortin will be the weaker..

PemiwarlA

iversity

Woods-Gilliam Vows Planned

Anniversary Celebration Planned

TRAY OR CART-Provide a
suitable tray always handy, to
convey food to and from the
refrigerator, the dining room,
Buford H. Brown of Murray the living room or from table to
has been dismissed from the dishwasher. -Mrs. Barletta
Henry County General Hospital, Wrather, 209 Maple 'St.,
Murray, Ky. 42071 Phone-753Paris, Tenn. "
1452.

erman,
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BIERS BOY
U. and Mrs. Robert Diers of
'Radcliffe, Ky., are the parents
of a baby boy, Clintin Justis,
weighing six pounds, thirteen
ounces, born on Sunday,
January 9, at 12:06 a.m. at the
Hardin Memorial Hospital,
Elizabethtown.
The new -father is a First
Lieutenant in the US. Army
stationed at Furl Knox. The new
mother is the- former Debbie
'Dibble of Murray.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Larry Diers of Fenton,
Mich., and Mr. and Mrs. F.H.
Dibble, 320 Woodlawn, Murray.
WALLACE GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Wallace
of Hazel announce the birth of a
baby girl, Melissa Renee, born
on Wednesday, January 12.
The baby weighing seven
pounds fourteen ounces and was
born at the Chesemore Hospital,
Paris, Tenn.
BUCY BOY
Mr. and Mrs. William Kent
Bucy of Puryear,Tenn.,are the
parents of a baby boy, Curtis
Duane, weighing eight pounds
eight ounces, born on Tuesday,
January 11,at the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris, Tenn.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs W.T. Bucy of Buchanan,
Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. C.L.
Maness of Scotts Hill, Tenn.

Holy Land Slides
Shown At Meeting
Of The Hazel PTC
The Hazel ParentTeacher
Club melon Thursday, January
6, at the school with Rev. Billy
Gallimore, pastor of the Mt.
Carmel Baptist
Church;
showing slides made on his trip
to The Holy Land,
Mrs. Edward. Russell,'
president, conducted the
business meeting with Mrs.Charles Tidwell giving the
treasurer's report. Mrs. J.B.
Dover announced thatihe room
count was won by Mrs. George
Lowe's eighth grade class.
--Wafter Bpi's, chats awn of
the
committee,
finance
Mr. and Mrs. Will J. Garland
reported that lunchroom tables
Mr.and Mrs. Will J. Garland of Kirksey Route One will observe for the smaller children had
their 36th wedding anniversary on Thursday, January 20 at their been completed and are now in
home. An open house will not be held due to the ill health of Mr. use.
Garland who has been a patient at the hospital numerous times
It was announced that the
during the past severfil years.
The couple was marilied January 20, 1936,at Metropolis, Ill., by men's basketball team will be
Justice of the Peace L.E. Tevillion. Their attendants were Jack practicing on Sunday night at
White of Sedalia and Miss Clellan Smith, sister of Mrs, Garland. seven p.m. and the Women on
A member of the Kirksey United Methodist Church, Mrs. Monday night at 8:30 p.m.
A committee was appointed to
Garland is the former Christine Smith, daughter of the late Mr.
and Mrs, Cal Smith of Backusburg. Mr. Garlaed, a retired farmer Investigate the possibilities of
and livestock dealer, and member of the Kirksey Church of another money-making project.
Christ, is the son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Frank Garland' of
Roy Cothran, principal,
Kirksey Route One.
thanked the FTC and children,
Mr. and "Mrs..Garland- have two daughters, Mrs. Mary Sue for his Christmas gift. The door
Hughes of Ashton, W. Va., and Mrs. Charlotte Allbritten of 517 prize,
a cake baked and
Shady Lane Drive, Murray, and one son, Fred M. Garland of donated by Mrs. ,J.B. Dover,
Kirksey Route One.
was won by Mr. Cothran.
Their seven grandchildren are Mrs. Sandra Kouffer. Ronnie
The February ineeting will be
and Terry Hughes, Ashton, Wo Va., Miss Treasa Gall Garland and Craig Allen Garland of Kirksey Route One,Miss Jo Ann Allbritten- brought by the students of the.
and Keith Allen Allbritten of Murray. Two great grandsons are fifth -and sixth grades, and
refreshmentsitill be served.
Michael Lee and Alan Travis Kouffer of Apple Grove,W,Va

- DEAR INDIGNANT: Let her finish the mural. Yon can
paper-overitiater. you were wiaplier lett sapper -WI&
first course, she'd be Insulted.
DEAR ABBY: As a father whose daughter may marry
a conscientious objector I am concerned about the-part of
the wedding ceremony where I am supposed to "give
away" the bride.
Symbolically, this indicates that she Lapassing from my
protection to that of her husband's. However, as a conscientious objector, the young man has taken the position that he
will not,light:to protect his family, and therefore I do not
feel that I can or should carry thru this part of the wedding
ceremony. So what should be done? DOUBTFUL GEORGE
DEAR- GEORGE:- Ne problem. Ask the officiating clergyman to please omit that part of the service. With so
many writing dietr own marriage se.rvkes these days, you'll .
be in style.
(Just be sure you aren't making waves because you
object to your daughter's marrying a conscientious
objector.'
- __
DEAR'ABBY:- Three years ago I started to crochet an
afghan ter my sister in law. (My husband's sister.] She
knew I was making it for ha and7she saw me working on it
several times.
In the meantime, my husband and I became divorced,
and we .have both remarried. I have finally finished the
afghan, but now ,I wonder if I should give it to my former
sister in law. I really wouldn't mind giving it to her as I
feel I owe it to her since I did promise it to her, but I
haven't seen her_since my divorce /two yea= ago) and
wouldn't want to embarrass her with the gift.
Should I send her the afghan or not? She may have
forgotten about it by this time. Thank you. WONDERING
DEAR WONDERING. Since you made it tor her, promised it to her and feel that you "owe" it to her, give it to
•
her.
What's year problem? You'll feel better ft you get It off
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box 6170, Los Angeles, Cal.
POW. For o personal reply enclose stamped. addressed
eavelape.

•

ItZdIC:=Mirto=Li.
"Club Of The Stars"

c
0.I
judl=
Presents
By Popular Request

THURS. NIGHT
ONLY
JAN.20
9:00 P.M. Iii 1:00 A.M.
"EASY LOVING"

ACE
CANNON
AND COMBO

Remember?"Blues

Stay Away
From Me" - "Sugar Slues" - "Funny How
Tinto Slips Away" - "Looking Sack" "Ruby" - "Misty Blue" - "Amen"- "Cottonfields"- "Tuff Sax"(Which Sold 1 V2 Million
Records), and his current hit "Easy loving::

RESERVE YOUR TABLE NOW!
.
r •

S
.

For A Night To Remember
PICK UP TICKETS ($2.50 EA.) AT THE CABANA QUI

. •
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Calloway -County.Rolls
Past Cuba Last Night
the fans suddenly
the ball through the press, and quarter when
By DAVID HILL realized that they had a chance
score.
to
failed
seldom
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
to make the century mark.
I believe the word is . Calloway gave the Cubs a Chants of "We want a hundred
demolish. Or is it trounce? Well, taste of their own medicine in !" started up and the team was
whatever you want to call it, the the defense department, and suddently revived. They were
Lakers just simply walked all showed them bow a full court
over the court. trying to eel
. over the visiting Cuba Cubs-last press is suppaled
the ball away from the deternight.
Game totals showed an-equal mined Cubs, even at the risk of
The final score was 99-70, but number of turnovers, 16 for fouling one of them. Anything
_the_y_might as well have stopped each team, but the Lakers put to get the ball. Well,they almost
after the first quarter. It was their second chances to better made it, but not quite. Nobody's
just absolutely no contest.
complaining, though.
use than the Cubs.
Speaking of Jerry Duncan,
.I,,east of all, Coach Jerry
The Lakers pumped in 6 out of
what a game he had He was the 6 from the line during the first Conley.
main factor in the Lakers' early quarter and 6 out of 8 in the
SCORING
lead.
Calloway County 4 99)---Wethr, -second. Twelve of 20 wits their
Starting for what may have quota from the held in the first 16, Ferguson 2, Wyatt 12,
been the first time this year, round and 6 of 16 in the second..4 Howard 5, Shelton 15, ThompDuncan hit nine free throws in a 48-27 was the halftime score. son 13, Duncan 21, Stockdale 15.
row before he missed one in the
Rebounds ( 30)—Wells 6,
It was just all over but the
second quarter. Overall, the crying for Cubs. They came Howard 2, Shelton 1, Ferguson
Lakers hit 73 per cent from the back out in an effort to over- 2, Wyatt 1, Stockdale 2,
charity stripe..
come the already gone Lakers, Thompson 11, Scarbrough I,
Foul shooting wasn't Jerry's and got a small drive going. But Duncan 5.
only high point of the night. He It was too small a drive, and too
Cuba (70)--McKinney 11,
also copped game high-scoring much of an obstacle to over- Jones.15, Clarkil, CAM/Jo 12
(
ifionors with 21 points not to
atitt-th only thing in- Floyd 19, Williams 2, 13 team
mention five big rebounds.
doubt was the final.scare.
The Lakers looked well on
The only excitement from
CORRECTION
their way to'the century mark- then on was during the last
A photo in Tuesday's sports
from the very start. They 1e(30West Kentucky
edited t T bb
ti
18 at the end of the first quarter.
• ._._
Schad Scores
_High
bad,
that
not
were
Cubs
The
.
'either:They rea/IrttEttlrlfeep
.
—U15,-blitlhe twining offente of Calloway-9W CdW70
44
Murray
72
Benton
High
too
be
to
proved
the Lakers
Lone Oak 69 S. Marshall 59
much for them.'
ak of
_
FILLMORE WHOIT-111by, Mean the Laker Swampr
stres 65
sai
ppg
sla
TOTT1
ubs.
S
rTheat Lake
__ State caught17 passes la
52
l
54
N.
Marshal
, course. - Fancier-tatertahly-the-hame:crime-bms
Mary
St.
the
in
'Leiters
the
to
press
include
things
*her
.
The
Wags.
_. soar seven of-them for
basketball games,among other
n 72
e*
,: ' second qeartgejagLit_ cli_d_:_no_ Carlisl Hickma
_ harassing the other tram during warp-ap sessions as Fillmore
downs
Randy Shelton and Caldwell 71 Lyon 67
good.
—
did last night in the.Cube game.
dale-would-weavaT -Fulton Co- 65 Wingo 49
y-Stook
--Johnn
Hill
David
makes up for his lack of height by jumping
by
Mike Sian( of Villanova
photo
Staff
--:------,-I CAN JUMP HIGHER THAN YOU CAN—David Wyatt
Sedalia 55 Farmington 44 49 passes last season
y last night. The Lakers had little trouble
caught
over this Cuba player to collect these two points for CaUowa
Livingston Cm. 69 Trigg 53
and 14 of them weregood for
Staff photo by David Hill ...
Cubs.
the
over
marking up a *70 loin
Ballard 97 Fulton City 60
touchdowns

Murray stretched the margin of
Porter McCuiston .tittned In
By MIKE BRANDON
pervictery to 28 points.
half
first
magnificent
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Porter McCuiston led all
Porter McCuiston turned in formance with his 19 paints and
with his 32 points and 18
Mcplayers
Tyrone
s.
rebound
last'
seven
year
his finest effort of the
Tyrone McCuiston
s.
and
rebound
points
12
night as the host Murray High Cuiston had
a scored 12 points and pulled
in
s
rebound
eight
grabbed
Benton
the
d
ambushe
,Zgers
11 caroms.
4ndians 72-44. MeCuiston played splendid first half showing by down
Rounding out the scoring for
only three quarters and fired in the young sophomore center.
The Tigers ripped the cords the starters were Dean Willis
_32 points in leading the Tigers to
outings.
10
on 17 of 29 tries in the half for a with six points,Thurman Foster
-their sixth victory in
with tout and Dail Luther
,Porter put the Tigers in-front sizzling .586
-- •
chipped in with two.
Murray
period
third
the
first
In
the
in
early
good
.'prior
Glenn Jackson turned in a
points
18
to
margin
the
charity
opened
•
,..xuarter by meshing
reserve performance and
with
fine
ended
stanza
-..Moss to give Murray a 7-6 lead. before the
eight second half *Ms.
''Brother Tyrone drilled in'eight' Murray in front 51-37. Porter scored
visits the state's sixth
Murray
entire
the
out
sat
on
the
McCuist
as
:points . in the stanza
Class AA team,
ranked
Bob
Coach
as
'Tigers edged to a 17-14 first third quarter
Friday night.
d,
Mayfiel
freely
te
substitu
to
began
Toon
ge.
advanta
kuarter
.
"B" team ran its Tiger
The
Jackson
Glenn
half.
last
the
in
McCuiston, a quicksilver
to seven wins and
mark
season
Tigers
the
of
half
ed for
ittenior forward who could stop account
by bombing Benton 68loss
one
period.
the
in
points
12
cents
flan a dime and have nine
• Porter MeCniston rettu Lied to 42. Murray jumped toa 21-5 first
---lieft; -blistered the cords for • 12'
in the final frame and period lead and led 44-14 at the
''rriore points in the second action
13 more points to the half in gaining the easy win.
added
first
frame. Benton mandged 73
The Tigers shot 67, per cent in
. Murray picked
ambush
Tiger
hall points while the McCuistotV
first half and finished the
59-39,
the
lead,
'
point
first 20
brothers fired in 31. Dean Willis up their
n game by canning 29-56 for a fine
Thurma
speedy
by
bucket
a
on
Dan
added six markers while
in the final frame: .518 mark. Ray Lane popped in
Luther contributed two as the Foster early
two
The largest lead of the contest 13 of 20 from the field plus
Tigers galloped to a 39-29 lead at
charity tosses to lead the
as
final
the
seconds
in
came
intermission.
scoring attack with 23 points.
Landoll and Jackson also hit the
double figures by scoring 12and
10 respectively.
Other scoring for Murray:
Hudspeth 2, Resig 8, Dick
2,Lanning 2,Shelly 2and Cathey
2.
SCORING
14 15 8 7-44
Benton
17 22 12 21-72
Murray
Benton (40—Epps 4, Prince
3, Cone 14, Clapp 11, Bennet 10
The Racers set a new OVC and Hoover 2.
Murray State's Racers who
for field goal percentage
'record
Ohio
of
.'split their first pair
- Murray (72)—P. McCuiston
connecting on 27
Valley Conference games over in the game by
32, Luther 2, T. McCuiston 12.
'
'lthe weekend, will take a brief of 43 for 62.8 percent.
Willis 6,Jackson 8, Foster 4, A.
Corpus Christi, edged 66-60 by Lanning 2, Landolt 4 and Lane
respite from OVC action by
Monday night,_
playing Corpus Christ? at Arkansas State
2.
tonight. They'll take is led in scoring by 6-1 guard
a 16.9 average.
•.their first • OVC road trip to Bruce King with
Lawrence •
Forward
:Tennessee Tech this weekend. 6-7
d 11.4,6-7
average
has
y
Mayberr
overall
an
have
Racers
• The
and 6-3
10.9,
Evans
Gene
center
record of 8-3 and an OVC reCord
of 1-1 after losing to Morehead forward Henry Grant Li. Bobby
81-65 and -beating Eastern Bolden, 6-3 forward, - was
leading scored with 20 points a
Kentucky 7249.
NEW YORK (UPI) — The
being injured.
Coach Cal Luther said he.and game before
game. United Press International top
Murray
the
miss
He'll
tremenbeen
had
• his team
The Tarpons are-5-10 for the 20 small college basketball
-aously -disappointed- at *sing
tearns with first place votes
,
season.
the Morehead game but that
ng 16.3 and won-lost records as of Jan.
averagi
is
s
William
been
had
intment
their disappo
Starks .16 in parentbesek: (seventh
an incentive for their -great points for the Racers,
Barrett 9.0, week)
game against Eastern. "And I 13.0, Mancini 12.3,
Points
•
Brown 3.5. Team
can'tremember when I've seen House 4.9, and Steve
(11-0) 321
(26)
Claire
are
Eau
1.
•
Ricers
the
team,
'a
As
a team give a better effort'
points end 43.3 2.Louisiana Tech (6)(13-0) 287
Luther said, "Particularly averaging 81.4
opponents 76.4 • 3. Stephen F. Austin (13-1) 226
to
their
s
rebound
as
against such a tine team
160
have hit 49.9- 4. Cheyney State (10-1)
They
40.9.
and
Eastern."
126
of their field goal at- 5. Evansville 41(10-3)
• Murray heroes included Bill percent
124
6. Tennessee State(7- r)
Mancini, who playing his .best tempts.
93
Slate(7-2)
y
7.
leading
Kentuck
team's
the
is
Starks
game ever at Murray scored 23
76
a game. 8. Fairmont State (9-1.).
points, and pulled in 13 rebounder with 11.4
61
(10-0)
(O.)
Capital
9.
Barrett,
Steve
9.8
has
i
.Mancin
'rebounds; Steve Barrett, who
a 10. Eastern Michigan(10-4) 60
held Eastern scoring ace who has hit 19 free throws in
53
in that 11. Assumption (6-2)
Qeorge Bryant tp 12 points; mon row, leads the team
uston St. 411-1) SI
age
12,
Sarnflo
percent
a
with.
ent
departm
Williams who who, a demon on
Al
13. Westrn Wash ( 12-0)
oth offense and., defense! of 96.2.
41
,, 6-3 for 14. Fla. Southern(11-1)
freshmen
-Racer
The
13
had
what'
Starks
.Marcellous
40
(11-1)
Akron
15.
the
play
will
season,
the
points and 10 rebounds, one of
19i freshmen in 16. Calif.-Irvine( 10-4)
-Which probably preserved the 'Southeast Missour
-IS
13.- Youagetown.(11-1)- •••
Murray.the
,to
ary
a
prelimin
Mark
,
and
-Murray victory
Is
10-2)
Corpus Chrilsti genie: The 18. Delta State(
7-tious0 ;Oho cami.ofrthe bench
13
a
:
(11:-3)
Payne
19.
Howard
for two clutch baskets and 'prelim will begin . at 5:30, the
. 11
(,11-2)
20. Phla Textile
•
•
at
720.
game
vareity
•
tiebounds. "

T

Murray f State Takes
Breather With Corpus
Christi Game Tonight

Small College
Grid Ratings

4th & Sycamore and College Farm Rd. & Ky. 121

With Minimum Fill Up of 10 Gallons

Save more
MURRAY

number 1
discount
station
Ai
Yes too quality gashltrie helper 4); Premium
end lei
low lc* chscount prices Corn. in today
1.1t) You Ube deightedArAth this hign-Pertor mance
gasnbne and with the savings. too
_We-honor' Master Charge and
BankAmern.ard char •e Lards.
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RED &
WHITE
FOOD
STORES

-wharf; 64.ndlypisp1e
hoP Youifffv.'

Prices Good Thru January 25

Emge Fully Coo

Whole

TENDEREST BEEF IN TOWN
HAM

FRYERS

Pure
Shank Portion - lb.49

2_9
INleners'ids

GROUND
EF

lb.

lb

594
••"
4-

Morr•ILAII-Most:
—

-

* PRODUCE *
-

I 421111:4111 111 26.

ar.m.••••••••••••••••••--•
likticA.0.•••••1•4••••••••••••

AWAW..l..•.•
•
•fklk•

RUSSELL SPROUTS
•LOPPY JOE COOKING BAG

8-oz.
5-oz.
Banquet

4 lbs.-

. COOK I ES

FRUIT

SHORTENift

No. 1 can
CamPbell's

Liquid

•

•

CORN
PURPLE HULL PEAS
BLACKEYE PEAS
Al STEAK SAUCE
YELLOW
PEAS
DILL PICKLES
FOLGER'S COFFEE
PORK BRAINS
AJAX DETERGENT
FOIL 25
ALUMINUM '
FACIAL TISSUE
FORMICA FLOOR SHINE
CHARM NAPKINS
TOILET TISSUE
PARKAY OLEO
ANGEL FLAKE COCONUT

iihnets

Pnde

No. 2 can

Kitchen

Kraft

I

No 303

traft

7,
•

59'
2/45'
2/49'
" 35'
79'
m1/2oz 25'
69'
35'
29'

TOW

Save Up To 50%
•

Never Before Available At
Such Tremendous_Saings.
THIS WEEK'S FEATURE

• 4•

r:•
ira

303 can

Green Giant

Red & White

KellY's

ONLY

200 Ct.

Scott

32 oz
160 ct.

4 Pack

Charm in

1-lb.
Bakers

14-oz

$119

25'
43'
29'
39'

$1.69

281.4c1

WITH THIS COUPON AND $5.00
OR MORE PURCHASE.

4 MOROCCO SALAD PLATES

gt

Lady

Special Event Price
CouponyoulVortpbAy

Limit 1 Per Family

1-lb.

Limit:

_

3-PIECE MOROCCO PLACE SETTING

12-oz.

Niblet Whole Kernel

Start Your Set Now.

W

• ,4

No 2 can—
-10-oz.

42-oz.

NOW This Tremendous OFFER

No. 303

OLHEMEL

CORN

4/59'
G, 45$
33$
2/35€
2/35`

45

-

ING
75'

D
6oneKTAIL

No. 2% 6asn"

-14-oz. 2/

39,
3 5.
doz.$
lb.

Pecan Sandies

Zesta

'SI

101bs.
Each

—
— APPLES
49' JONATHAN
33' MEDIUM EGGS
25' SWEET POTATOES -

Fmscres
"

Del Monte

'

•
•Se e.SaaaSm

I..
V V

1.)

VEGETABLE SOUP
ORY

cM

lb.

-T00
- 01*-

CRACKERS

591

lb.

By Thi Piece

-Frosty-Acres

PEALHALVES

Butt Portion
-

Special Event Price.
Coupon Value -

$2.49
.50

YOU PAY ONLY

$1.99

.

With this oupon and 25,00 or more pun has..
,
40-**410-4-411.40.40-41.-*410411.
411.41104111
,
411.N.0.410.41

MAJESTIC MOROCCO' DINNERWARE
FOR
DISTINCTIVE CANDLELIGHT DINING
dimension,of hcipity
Imaginative artistry of
rware. Fashioned in the :tradiand elegance to M rw4
i.; is.: emphasized hy the rich, glowtional style. its liiNoriotis
ing pattern forower pro.,, red linder a crystal ,plear glaze.
Truly a masterpiece oi formal dinnerware-artistry.
Morocco i 1)1;10 icable for ,-,,,ryday use

SAUCE BOAT
Special Event Price
Coupon Value

VeNk

• DETERGENT PROOF
• OVENPROOF
• DISHWASHER SAFE • FADE PROOF
GET YOUR COMPLETE SET'NOW DURING THIS EXTRAORDINARY
OFFER — NEVER'BP-154 AVAILABLE AT SUCH TREMENDOUS
SAVINGS.

YOU PAY ONLY

$2.49
.50

$1.99,

With this coupon and $500 or more purchase

Available Throughout
Promotion
COFFEE SERVER
TEAPOT
COVERED CASSEROLE
• SALAD BOWL

$5.49
$4.49
$4.99
$4 49

•
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Whitley Home Now Sauerkraut May Make A Comeback
Secure As Shrine
BY Nevyle Shackelford
UK College of Agricultit
LEXINGTON, Ky. Longo,
according to an old European
follctale, there was a vigorous
old cobbler, welt' past the
century mark inAge, who could
befaundat hiabench every day.•

-

medical
science '
and sidered complete unless a full
nutritionists have known for a crock of kraut had been "put
long time that sauerkraut does down" for winter use. Folks ate
Indeed have certain health- "rough grub" in thoie days and
giving properties. Eating it sauerkraut seemed to fit in just
regularly may not cause a right. They ate it because they
Person to live to be a hundred, liked it and because it "kept the
but sea captains learned that it stomach in order.- Young
would prevent outbreaks of maidens also drank kraut juice
scurvy among their crews to keep them from hing
during long voyages. Army pimples on their faces.
captains were likewise aware of
-Then ageneration came along as healthful benefits. It is said fussy about its foods and finicky
that during the Civil War, after in -its sensory reactions. It
taking Chambersburg,Gen. Lee objected to the robust and
demanded that the city fathers aggressive aroma of kraut,
provide him with 25 barrels of Fastidious housewives refused
kraut. On his way to Get- to cook it because it "smelled up
tysburg, he had noticed some of the house" and for several
his men showing signs of scurvy years a good mess of spareribs
and wanted this lu-auI as an And sauerkraut was hard to
.antiscarbutic
come by.
There was a time when the

Even that' old and time-hallowed convivial quartet of
pig knuckles, sauerkraut,
ryebread, and bear drifted into
desuetude under the barrage of
prejudices, and it began to
appear that kraut was on its
way out. But, happily, as it is
;
impossible to keep a good man
down, so it is with a good food.
Now the vigogius aroma of

%twill Out-Of Town- People Are
Guests Of Retidents Of The Area

Near Harrodsburg is restored
By Betty EHison
Frank Wyatt and Mr. Wyatt, in
"WW" came to Kentucky the Shakertown at Pleasant'llill.
By Mrs. R.D. )ley
Jackson, Tenn.
year before the Declaration of The Daniel Boone National
January. 10, 1972
Mrs. Ovie Wilson and Mrs.
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
Independence was signed, built Fosest stretches to the east of
the first brick house in Ken- tie William Whitley House, aod
were dinner guests of Mr. and R.D. Key visited Mrs. Ella
tucky, carved eagles and dollar to the south is sprawling Lake
Mrs. Lilbur Martin on New Morris and family Monday.
• On one side of his bench he
Adolphus Paschall is in the
marks in the woodwork, and Cumberland.
Years.
habitually kept a dish of fried
&eight Indians as part of a day's
Mr. and Mrs. .Clerris Wilson Henry County Hospital very
kraut/on the other side, a dish
and daughter spent lastSunday sick with pneumonia.
ebrk-liflitit 49es not.seem to
of-ra*. From time to time as be
kraat wart
."
's ,..L
fr 111 ve
tit
. ",
ly with Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Holley
matter
whether _ William
across
Mrs. Derma
I'":"'ns
1,yeirked, he would take a bit
"'`
Juice can be hadein
Whitley actually killed the great
some soft Wilson in Paris; -Term. Af- and Mr. and Mrs. Coy Wiggins
from one or the other of these
drink
Indian Chief Tecumeeh in the
emporiums,
and ternoon visitors were Mr. and visited the Cooper Jones'
dishes and attributed his
Etattle of the Thanins in the War
restaurants often feature it with Mrs. R.D. Key and Mrs. Ovie Friday.
longevity to eating this ferMr. and Mrs. Ira Tarkington
of 1812, which-cold Whit* nil.
weiners, spareribs, and pig Wilson.
mented product of chopped
own life. William Whitley's
Mr. and Mrs. torris Jenkins received word of their son-inknuckles. As a,rnatter of fact, a
cabbage.
niche in Kentucky history is
US. Department of Agriculture and Kenny, Mr. and Mrs. Mike law, Joe Wilson, having a
This is an apocryphal tale, but
secure.
•
report reveals that commercial Jenkins, Mr. and Mrs. Milford serious heart attack. His wife is - •
• Preserved as a State.shrine,
production of sauerkraut now- Orr and Terry visited Mrs. the former Jean Tarking&n.
They reside in Bloomington, Ill.
E-The
LOUIV
150
William MOO'House LS-Qn
requires more than 250,000 tots Berne Jenkins last Sunday.
150, 18 miles from the Mount drivers in
1972 National
if cabbage anntialry • —
'Mrs. Charlie Wicker visited--- visitors in the home 3
4-/firs• Yrnon interchange of I-75, and Farm M
ry Show Tractor
,It is said that health faddists Mrs. Ella Morris and family Ella Morris Sunday were Mr.
was
and Mrs. Glynn M. Orr and son,
,open daily except Mondays. Pu
Championship will be
U
were mainly responsible for Wednesday afternoon.
n4 Mafamily cellar
-:-Around-a-knob in front af
than $14,100 c
rh ging kraut back eak, favor.
Mr-and.Mrs. R.L. Bucy and- -aod Cliarlea-Paachalk--Mrs. Clerris Wilson is tin ,he 'Sportsman's Hill'is what's left
- _ Tagging it as equal to orange family visited Mrs. Erma Bury
prize money and trophies
of one of Kentucky's early race :during the three night event,
juice as a before-breakfast recently. She returned home sick list: Mr. and Mrs. Maburii uatneviLLE, -Most -aliens
Feb. 16-18.
tracks. Because of Whitle
visited
they.rtiromoted this elixir with them to Gainesville, Ga., to Key and Quitman Kg
- —
_
aversion to anything E
There will be five stock who plan to leave the United
again into prominence and spend the holidays. Mr. and her Friday.
for (aliases and one hot rod class States are required to obtain a
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylen H.
he used clay instead of
FRANKFORT, Ky.-:-A
along with it, of course, good old Mrs. Billy Bury and son went
was with 25 drivers in each class. "sailing permit", or tax Commonwealth of Kentucky
the tract, and his ra
The Kentucky Division of
sauerkraut.
later and visited during the Morris and Mr:itifeMt= been
.4'0ra-try is now takW- tree
done in coun r
c vhse'The 7;odo lbs. modified or hot clearance for" lar Or lea ypeakers List't
.visited the
Aerosol cans of odor- holidays also. They all returned Cuilrrnoie
fashion (
acks run rod class and the 9,000 lb. stock departure, Robert J. Dath, available through the Depart- orders for the Spring Planting
dispelling sprays have helped, home on Sunday after the Morris' Sunday.
that way to this y, while the class will be run Wednesday, District Director of Internal meat of public hoormation__-Season, according - -to-Boyce
-- Mrs. --Carp/- MeNtit4 and
too. Now the housewife is more holidays.
English are
going in the February 18; 5,000 Ins. and Revenue - for Kentucky,
said listin_g_state employes_can-__McCuiston, County Ranglic-lee—inelined to listen when her ---Mrei.1141ke
Jankins, -children visited Bro.-Widen and
_
on). The elite of--4-12N-000-1b;-stock-classes-Thar__ recently:
sidered ..atieertin.jheirliskie Calloway County.
-'
liusband requests a good mess were supper guellia-at the familyonSunday.
-cl9P0aite
The permit is -part of the in- who are available as guest
the We
Landowners should get their
gathered at the "Wy,Irebriary 17; and 7,000 lb.
of sauerkraut and pig knuckles. Morris Jenkins'Sary night.
I
orders in as early atintissible liF Now with the press of-a batton,
ck for early morning and 14,000 'lb. stock- classes come tax form most allots must speakers.
•
Wattle Ta
The battery tunnel between"
, and later they partook of Friday, February 10. Cons file before leaving the country,
Persons making up the list order to receive their seedlings
she can easily clear the air home last week after spending
Brooklyn and New York now,
Mr. Oath said. Among those have volunteered their services in time for the spring planting,
breakfasts at his home, petition will begin at 7 p.m.
while her husband is enjoying several weeks with' her carries a 70-cent toll. Before
illiam Whitley and his each night.
aliens not required to obtain to
or
this delectable stick-to-the-rib daughter, Ruth, in Meinphis, Jan. 5 it was 35 cents.
public
private McCuiston said. 'Young , family _came from
Top money in this World permits
Trees supplied by the Keninclude
foreign organizations whose memdish old in gastronomic history. Tenn., and her daughter, Mrs,
yirsinta-thArk-aanieref-years-*--sertstrofitoolorpoitarteitv-goveenment representativeiro-bersbir-Arlithey_-J07esplere-.74tiehl7EnViihon .FO.tsy
later he begaw-constrne4ion of let-----the winner• Of the- and employees, -students 'and '25Peciftlblect-ratille`:-110Pier•inehtde4bleilY-Pmereheetleefhis brick home on land he was heavyweight 14,000 lb. stock industrial trainees on special include tbeentire range of itate pine, white pine, Virginia pine,
granted for his part in putting dailies. Top puller in this class visas: and
tourists or government -services, from: black locust, -yellow poplar,
tc:nvn -Indian uprisings. The will receive 81,100 aW-a-ti4iiy, hUNIIIMsMen not remaining In .aeroneuticsto tuts,from soeuil white aSk, white
oak,
brick, laid in Flemish botat'lecond $600 and a CNA?,Third -th-e country over 19/ danii:-Tiervetat
cherrybark %oak, cottonwood,
-Wnindritinment.
forms walls two feet thick which $400 and a trophy, Fourth $300 Resident and nonresident aliens
Requests for speakers or the sycamore„ Scotch pine, and .
(Murray Only)
gave more than ample and a plaque, Fifth $200 and a who have no taxable income up list should be made to the black walnut. The ,Forestry..
protection from Indian raids. Plaque,and Sixth through Tenth to the date of departure can get Department of Public _
department also.have hybrid
The house has only nine win- $50.00.
the permit by filing Form 2063 formatIon;- -Capitol 'Annex,
- Poplar cuttings and superior"
dews, all On the front. Ifhe
All other classes will have a with the'IRS office nearest to Frankfort,Ity. 40601,Phone 502- cottonwood cuttings, McCuiston
window panes were brought top prize of $900 and a trophy their area of
reported.
departure, 5644460.
from the East by pack mules. with $500, $300, $200 and $100 residence, or employment.
.',Planting trees is, not exRequosts for speakers'should
$1.25 Value
Sportsman's Hill was built going to the Second through
Mr. Dath advised aliens to be made well in advance of the .pensive, the money from trees
with rafters placed close Fifth place finishers and $50 get their permits at least two date they are needed, it wiS can help make a better future
inwough together that all the going' to the 6th through Tenth weeks, but not earlier than 30 noted, IS their availibifltr for your children, and in some
support came from the exterior place finishers.
3 Pieces Chkken, Potatoes with Gravy,
days, before departure. To depends on the work load in the cases may eveh provide help in
walls.• Since the interior walls
Tickets for the Tractor Pull avoid last-minute delays, aliens state agency to will h they are old age," McCuiston said:-'The
Cole Slaw, Rolls
were not load-bearing, they are are $3.50, $3.00 and $2.50. should bring their. tax-related assigned.
growing demands for wood and
only one board thick with no Specify date and price and send Papers and evidence of U.S.
this region's favorable market
studding, and some don't even certified check or money order residence to the IRS office in
location bring more wood users
--COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE
up to the ceiling. On one to: National Farm Machinery sufficient time for issuance of
into West Kentucky," headded.'
---msE iN POPULATION
'LONDON (AP)- The popu- • To find sat more about tree
Ade
de of the house the walls run Show Tickets, c-o Kentucky the permit, Mr. Dath said.
-anisack into the middle of two of Fair and Exnetation Center,. . Aliens should obtain a copy of lation of England and Wales ;tenting, persons may
,sintact
--reached-40-1)15-00ain t971=oit* front windOws.
Rex 21179, Louisville,
steep,
519. "U.S. Tax inerenne.-4u '
nAt million in In te., Kentucky Dlyisian
secret stairway, near. the main Kentucky 40221.'Please enclose Guide for Aliens„"_ from the
-years, atcording to a govern- Forestry at 3114 Veit -Waliiiir"
stairs, leads to the second floor, a stamped, self-addressed nearest IRS office for more.- ment estimate
Street, Mayfield, or Boyce
12th & SycainiirePhone 7 3-7101
information,- On the third floor, a hiding place -envelope;
MoCuisten at 753-3067.was provided for the safety of
children during Indian skirmishes.
The dining room was often
tO 5 r .TY1
Open 9 P.
referred to as the "powder.
READY MIX
TIMED-RELEASE
room," for here Whitley kept
his ,
of, =migration. in
_BAYER
Bottle of 30 Tablets
Kills Rats and Mice
deep cabinefs
-around the
WIRED -RELEASE
VVE RESERVE THE RIGHT
ASPIRIN
fireplace.
• Many'of the early furnishings,
ila.c!,xb• Sale
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
, Including a pewter service;
EAST SIDE OF THE SOi/Al-IF
Ring chairs, china and tables,
Murray
g.98' Sale
'Terve been returned by Whitley
heirs. Other furnishings are of
the period when the Whitleys
MAJOR'S CLASSIC POST BOUND
Ilyed there. The initials of
--4Vhitley,--WW-4- and those of his wife, Esther, E.W., are on the
HIGH POTENCY VITAMINS
3cifie:g.ioo
front and back of the house,
respectively.
Bottle of 100 Tablets Originally built on the
Self-Adhesive Pages
Fresh New Taste!
with .30 Tablets Free'
'ilderness Road, William
Regular or Mint
Whitley's house is within a short
Brown, White and Green
12-oz. Bottle
drive of various State parks and
Family Size
shrines that foster the history of
Kentucky's fledgling growth. In
63/4-oz.
Danville are Constitution
Sale
Square, called the "Cradle of
Sale $
'9.94
the Commonwealth," and the
s1.69
Ephraim McDowell louse,
home of a pioneer surgeon; just
south of there, at Isaac Shelby
State Shrine, Kentucky's first
lovernor is buried. At
Perryville is the preserved site
Of one of the Civil War's
bloodiest battles. Harrodsburg
has a reproduction of Old Fort
DESERT
Harrod. in 1974, Kentucky will
celebrate the 200th anniversary
of its founding with a gala, year- I
_lona ceiehratiort
The Family Deodorant

Tractor Pull
To Attract
Compeltfan

AIienMust-

ft

vktain Tax
learance

tiugt...v
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Tree Orders
Speakers List Now Being
aken Here

SPECIAL

ALL DAY THURSDAY

Reg. Box -

74-efieddi

I

DISCOUNT

Reg. '1 09

BlitTict• NAS O.
.‘LONDON AP)
fnchard
rton was the biggest movie
office attraction in Britain
1971. followed by Steve
901cQueen and Dustin Hoffman.
yeports Motion Picture Herald .•
.inits annual survey.

tx

Reg.
1899

•

-

ow.

AITMenns,

Ben:G4y.
mitS
FAST RN EF FROM ACRES MC

Ird.

Sale

SWEETTASTE
Saccharin

OINTMENT - GREASELESS
Contains no
Fast relief from aches
cyclamate!
1.2-oz
and pains!
\a,
.
Bottle
of 1000 tablets
Tube
Reg.
.
Sale
s 1.°9 5°

19

Vaseline
INTENSIVE CARE'
Bath Beads

P.61,

grain
68' 24"

Softens
dry,
-even
flaky
skin

vaselir*

italoEoN.

DESERT FLOWER
HAND & BOO
LOTI

7-oz-.
Extra 1/3 Free
Total 9;4oz.

'

th Dispenser

88;
treats your
in as only
the most fective lotion
can,
isemo91

ite4.Sale

88

Sale

NEW CLAIROL
*

Reg.
$2.50

protein011

NEW

TRUE
TIE

hairsprqv

HAIR SPRAY

18 oz Box
Sale

Sale 99

Value

Sale

Large 13-oz Spray
Regular and Extra Hold

Au.
t(

4111,40TP

2I

Bat"
)

Avaitabtf-trt WegtrEar Wok,
Extra liehl Scented

Reg. 1.19

Jr.0-tiOrmemo
,
A10,00.0mr.."- "An

•

Reg.

R400.:

Sale96c

Reg. '1.85

ANTACID

Medium & Hard

Economy Size 14-oz.

98;

SQUIBB THERAGRAN,

DR. WEST'S
GILLETTE
RIGHT GUARD
GERM FIGHTER
TOOTHBRUSH Fa0 DEODORANT

LADY
ESTER
4-PURPOSE
FACE CREAM

In the belief that "getting the
girl is easier than keeping
.her," Parfums Carrel Roches,
:Inc., has • created "the first
iologne for married Men." It is
• extrii strong."
The 'advertising company
'which promotes it, declares,"a
:successful marriage must be
"•:worked at. But you need
-Itrength to work and now you
:how w,here to get it,

59

•-•

D -CON

66;

TOOTHPASTE

1 99

New cologne made
just for husbands

AND
SAVE

RIOPAN

PHOTO ALBUM

Reg.
$3.98

ASPIRIN

STOP, SHOP,

99

Re.. '2.25

Sale

G(X)I

vitt'Holley "
-Wiggins— - er Jones'
Tarkington
ir son-inhaving a
. His wife is - •
TarkingEfii:;,:"

A

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
SOUTH 12th STREET

Breast
Legs
Thighs

—PrIces—Goyd tam 19-thru Jan. 25, 1972
Extra Nice

EXTRA LEAN - BONELESS

Fully Cooked
Center Cut
Boneless

COUPON
Limit 1 per family
King Size

TISSUE

IVORY LIQUID

COUPON
Limit 1 per family

COUPON
Limit 1 per family

COFFEE

•
Expires 1-25-72
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S

Expires 1-25-72
GOOD ONLY_AT STOREY'S

'1"

Expires
72
GOOD ONLY AT .STOREY'S.

COUPON
Limit 1 per lamily
Rath

Hunts

ita[Writ HMS('

LtLui

COUPON
limit 1 per family

TOMATO SAUCE
Expires 1-25-72
ONLY AT STOREY'S

St7e

ZEST

2/29'
Expires 1-25-72'
OOOD ONLY AT STOREY 's

<1
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County Elementary School Honor jinterest Rate Shows Drop In December
Rolls Listed For Term, 6 Weeks
The
Calloway
County Hughes, Teri Morris, Sherri Mastus, Terry Lassiter, Sheila
Elementary Schools have Thomas, Tammy Outland, McKenzie, Ginger Mitchell,
released the honor rolls for the ,...Sandra Stom, Donna Smith.
Dale Orr,Terry Paschall, Mike
third six weeks of this year and
Eighth Grade-Danny Randolph, Chuck Williams,
also for the first semester. The Brittain, Debbie Bynum, Randy Russ Williams.
Sixth Grade-Bonnie Armthals and their honor rolLs are Houston, Becky Blackford,
Vanessir---Eickhdff, Don-na- -strong; 'Theresa Barger,
-Tammie Calhoun, Greg Cooper,
Boggess, Sherry Morris.
ALMO ELEMENTARY
•
salved's
Regina Gentry,Denise Howard,
- HAZEL ELEMENTARY
5 Fourth Grade-Brigitte
Mike Howard; Kevin Hutson,
'Six Weeks
um, Timothy Feltner,„ Fifth Grade-Zana Elkins, Kim Kemp,, Cindy Lassiter,
omas Gearhart, Timothy 'Steve Encoh, Kicky Garland._ Tammie Miller. Gary Morris,
13raham, Sharon-Jones; Reim
.
Hutsôn, Shaple Steve Sills, Perry Sims, Alesa
-Sandrt
Walker, Sharon Walker, Lisha Lassiter, Lisa Mathis, Debra Walker.
Seventh trade-Donna
thicy, Michael Dillon, Donald. Miller, Nancy Murdock, Janet
an, Tommy Franktiouser, Ordway,Shelia Phillips; Sharla Adams, Charles Glisson, Gay
McGinnis, Cathy Miller, Stanley, Conda Stubblefield, -Howard, Gene Dale Lockhart,
Pritchett, Renee Teresa Wilson
bra
- ,Janet __Murdock, Tammy
ridemore, Sheri Roberson,
Sixth Grade-Miclisel Irvin, Overby, Gait Smotherman,
oger Scott, David Thorn, Cindy Masteria, nista Russell, -Pam Todd.
Walter, -Chandra Shane Tidwell, Rex Jackson.
herri
Eighth Grade-Pat Adams,
Watkins, Sherri Wilson.
Seventh
Grade-Susan Stanley Anderson, Kathy
! Fifth
Grade---Tommy. Adams, Vickie Carraway, Calhoun Hal Crouch, Carl
loggess. Johnna Brandon, Roger Chrisman, Teri Erwin, -Doron-, Mike Farris, Kathy
-Renae Edwards, Howard Cheryl Holsapple.
Jackson, Rita •Kimbro, Don
parland, Lisa. Hoke, Connie Eighth Grade-Ken Orr McCuiston,Sandra Pogue, Lisa
Taylor, cerry
Ahart, Rena-----COok.-.Weresa 1Xiver, Teesa Vance, Regina Windsor.'
Ahak Eddie Beach, Michael Erwl •Rita Gibson, Georgia ,
NEW CONCORD _
, Charlotte Coursey, Renee Starks, Monty Wilson, Betty
. ELEMENTARY
McDougal, Jame'Rowland,
.
Todd.Semester
Jennifer Vi'oodall.
•
KIRKSEY ELEMENTARY
Third Grade-Cindy Johnson,
Semester
' I_Shrth Grade-Terry Cleaver,
Kim Weatherforl, Connie
Michael Duncan; Tommy
Fourth Grade-Lisa BazzelL Garrett, Jeff Wyatt.Feltner.lo_Don Grabam.Suaan James Bibb, Tammi Crouse,
Fourth Grade-Mary
lines,'Keith Starks,--Tina Laura Fones, Roger Garland, Wagoner, Cynthia Brandon,
Thompson, Darrell Walker, Kerry Lamb, leathy Lovett, Melissa Brinkley, Brian Cook,
-Lis' a Cleaver, Luana Coleon, Suzanne -Smith. Kim
Her
-Sark Janes;'Randall- Starks, Belinda Smith.
Hutson.
Swift, Jerry,Thweatt-----0-:: TtIttr-Grade-Ketth. Crick,
burr-- r eSeventh Grade-Candace Teressa McKinney, Jackie Brinkley, Patricia
Cun.
Ramsey,Carla Ramsey, Phillip Parker, Dawn Sledd, William ningham,'Lenna Duke, Laura
Peeler._ Cristi ,s_Rucy. Mike -Tobey,Stephanie-Wyatt.
Jarrett,-Roger Johnson, DebbieHaley,'Candy Hargis:- Regina
Sixth Grade-Sheila Darnell, Stanley Joe.lbomas Todd.
Hopkins, Melissa Schroeder, Betty.Easley, Karen Edwards,
Seventh Grade-Ronnie
Renee Thompson, Wanda Nada. Frazier, -Dennis Green, Gibson, Linda McCuiston,Steve
.Watkins- .
Sandra Hale, James Hudspeth, McCuiston, Cindy Williams.
- - Eighth ? Grade-Stacy Randy McCallen Jo Beth
Eighth Grade-Linda Avery,
Brandon, Gene Cleaver, Bar- Norwood, Patricia Parrish, Randy Herndon, Rida Hicks,
bare Griffon, Rebecca Imes, Connie Smith, Dale Swift, Gail Judy Kimbro, Teresa Moody,
Rodney Jones, Kevin Penick Tucker, Shari Tucker.
Benny Pittman, Kathy Todd.
Kim Perkins,Cindy Rogers, Joe
Six Weeks
Six Weeks
Don Taylor, Vickie WeatherFourth G
Lisa 13azzell,
Third
Grads-Ricky
ford.
James:Bibb.
- Crouse,- -Ferguson
-Fergustrit;-'Cindy Johnson,
:FAXON,ELEMENTARY
Laura Fones, Roger-Garland, Leslie Atkins, Klin WeatherSemester
Kerry Lamb, Kathy Lovett, ford, Debbie Cunningham,
Fourth Grade-Jamie Bar- Suzanne Smith, Kim Willie.
Connie Garrett,Laura Garland,
• --nett, Regina- -Cunningham,- Fiftir-Grade=itelth---Crick.- --Jeff-Wyett-Carla-Beadr.-Cathy Jones, Jackie Miller, Teresa McKinney., Jackie
Fourth Grade-Mary
Mark- Miller, Thomas 'Jones, Parker, Dawn Sledd, William Wagoner, Melissa .Brinkley,
Tanya West, Jennifer Williams, Tobey, Stephanie Wyatt.
Brian Cook.
Anita Underhill:-PennY-Overby, Sixtk-Grade=ilhetla Darnell; • lxitr Gnidbiiny
' Gary Emerson, Tina Sheppard, Betty Eas,Karen Edwards, Brinkley, Patr-- Gun.
Colson,
Donald
Sandra Nada Frazier, Dennis Green, hingham, Lama Ddle, Jeffery
. Thompson, Ken Cohoon, Ron Sandra Hale, James- Hudspeth, Harper, Laura Jarrett, Roger
Childress, Mary Elkins, Rose ,Randy McCallen, Jo Beth Johnson, Mitzi Redick, Debbie
Herndon.
Norwood, Patricia Parrish, Stanley, Tammie Smotherman,
Fifth Grade-Ken Morris, Connie Smith, Dale Swift, Gail Joe Thomas Todd.
• Renee Overby, Robby Parrish, Tucker, Shari Tucker..
Seventh Grade-Linda McMarion Adams,Sharon Adams,
Seventh
Grade-Rhonda Cuiston, Steve.McCuiston,
Karen Bynum, Clara Chaney, Adams, Terry Clark, Jill Roger Stubblefield, Cindy
Mary Denny, Shannon Jones, Falwell, Kevin Lamb, Kevin Williams.
--Brenda- Miller,---MigelaNeel;tovett-Margaret -McCallum
Eighth -Grade-ilnila- Avery;
Mark Outland, Rhonda Un- Patricia Melvin, Penny Moody, Randy Herndon, Rids Hicks,
derhill, Rose Marie Ross, Mark Rogers, Vanessa Stone, Judy Kimbro, Benny Pittman.
• Tammie Jo Rudolph, Mike Renee Tobey, Dan Watson.
Eighth Grade-Kathie
Thomas, Ricky Cunningham
Sixth .Grade4Kathi_Duncan.
Debbie
' Martha
Richie Morris, Timmy Storey, Bra"' Peggy Hill
Rogers, Joel
Jerry Houston, Ricky Cherry, Smith, Donna Lynn Tabers,
January 16, 1972
Tena
Eldridge, Beverly Debbie
Rickey ADuLTs los
Tucker,
Garland, Paul Gay, Brenda Wilkerldni.-Kon Wyatt--NURSERY-1----7Hicks, Patriia McKineey,
- LYNN GROVE
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mark Darnell.
ELEMENTARY
DISMISSALS
Seventh Grade-Linda Miller,
Semester
•
Mrs. Ola Pearl Parrish and
Sandra Duncan, Jennifer
Grade-Clithy
Fourth
Baby Boy, New Concord,
Darnell, Terry Byerly, Debbie Crawford, Shirley Elkins, Trip
Master Devin Michael Perkins,
Eldridge, Christie Conaway, Furchess, Kenneth Griffin,
Rt. 1, New Concord, Mrs. Linda
Leanda Brown, Jerry Morris, Melissa Miller,Joy Kelso, Keith
Frances Frances Witherspoon,
Janie Hughes, Teri MOrris, Overby„Meleah Paschall, Kelly
Lot Se Riviera Caps, Murray,
_Sherri . Thomas, Tammy Pritchard, Mike' Rogers,
Misa Margie Garle-ne Lamb, Rt.
Outland, Sandra Stom, Donna Richard Smotherman, Teresa
1, Farmington, Mrs. Marilyn
Smith, sebbie Brooks, Leesa Tucker.
Janette Sins and Baby Boy, Rt
Goroen, Ricky Horton.
• Fifth Grade-Karol Kemp, 1, Hardin, Mrs. Jo Alin
--TiWhillr'Grade-,-Danny Holly La Mastus, -Terry
Balentine, Rt. 1, Almo, Ernest
Britton. Debbie Bynum,Randy Lassiter, Sheila McKenzie,
Melvin Gustafson, Rt; 2,
Houston Becky Blackford, Ginger Mitchell, Dale Orr,
Buchanan,- Tenn., Mrs. Lee
Vanessa Eickhoff,. Donna Terry Paschall, Mike RaiWalton Lassiter, 5( Vine St,
Booms, Sherry Morris.
dolph, Debbie .Thomason, Murray.
.
Six Weeks
Chuck Williams.
-•• Fauth Grade-Jamie. BarSisals Grade-Bonnie Arm- --•
nett, Regina Cunningham, strong,l'ammie-Calhoun, Greg JANUARY 17,
1172
Cindy'Eldridge, Rhonda Cooper, Regina Gentry, Denise ADULTS-104
._ • -Garland, Cathy Jones, Jackie Howard, Mike Howard, Kenvin
NURSERY..7
Miller, Mark Miller, Terry Hutson, Kim Kemp, Cindy
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
-Miller, Laura Morgan, Thomas Lassiter, Tommie Miller, Gary. Baby- Boy- Barber ( Mrs.
-Jones, Townya West .iinnifer Morris, Perry Sims, Aleas Shirley
Barber), Rt. 3, Murray,
Williams, Anita Underhill, Walker.
Baby Boy McDougal (Mrs.
Denny Overby, Gary Emerson,
Grade-Donna .Charlotte McDougal), 903
Seventh'
Tina Sheppard, Donald ColsOn, Adams, Tom Chavis, Charles Meadow Lane, Murray.
Sandra Thompson, Ken Cohoon, Glissoa, Gay Howard, Randy
DISMISSALS
Hon Childress, Mary Elkins, Hutchens, Gene Dale Lockhart,
Bobby Joe Butler, Rt. 2,
Rose Herndon.
Randy McMillan, Janet Miff- Murray, Cecil Garth FRO, 815
Fifth Grade-Marion Adams, dock, Kenny Orr, Tarnmy
• N. 20th St., Murray, Miss Robin
,Sharion Adams, Karen Bynum, Overby, Gail Smotherman, Marie
Rash, Box 275, Puryear,
Clara Chaney, Mary Denny, Teresa Starks:Pam Todd.
Tenn., Ruble Lockhart, 504 N.
,Shannon Jones, Brenda Miller,
Eighth Grade-Pat Adams, 6thSt., Murray Delbert Fay
Angela Noel, Mar'k Outland, Stanley Anderson, Kathy Newsome, Rt,
1, Farmington,
Rhonda Underhill, Rose Marie Callxiiin, Hal Crouch, Mike Mrs. Helen Ruth Lee, 1656
TamMie Jo Rudolph, Farris, Kathy Jackson, Rita College Terrace, Murray, John
tMike Thomas, Ricky Cum- Kimbro, Don IdcCuistbn, Henry
Elliott, Rt. 5, Murray,
-ningham, David Cohoon, Ken Sondra Pogue, Lim- -Rogers, Mrs. Norma Doris
Ninunn, Rt.
;Morris, Renee Overby.
Terry Vance, Regina Windsor, 5, Benton, Mrs. Glenda
Sixth Grade-Kathi Duncan, Patty Sims.
Carolyn Stubblefield and Betsy
'Ipchie Morris, ;Timinli Storey,
Six Weeks
Girl, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs. Fannie
.Tena Eldridge,.Beverly
Fourth
Grade-Cathy Stone, 603 S. 9th St., Murray,
. Garland, . Paul Guy,, Brenda Crawford, Shirley Elkins, Trip - -Hobert Zelna Rumfelt,
210 S.
Hicks, Patricia Mc.rentiiey, Furchess, Kenneth Griffin,-.
15th St., Murray.
Mark Darnell.
Mark Jackson, Melissa Miller,
Seventh .Grade -DeWayne Joy Kelso, Keith Overby.,
•Roach,, Limb Miller, Sandra Meleah Paschall, Kelly Prit- . . The Kentucky Department of
-- Demean-,- Je
Mental Health rperares four
Ninrf
Darnell, chard, Mike 'ers,
Richard
'Terry Byerly, Debbie F.Idridge, Smotherman, Teresa Tucker. psychiatric hospitals and three
Christi . Conaway, Leanne
• residential facilities for the
Fifth
Grade-Erie
mentally retarded.
Brown, Jer7 Morris, Janie Kelleher -Karol Kemp„Holly La

tr

McCallon,

For the first time in over
three years the average bank
interest rate paid by independent business firms
showed a substantial drop in
December.
The continuous field survey of
the National
Federation of
Independent Business shows
that in December the average
rate nationally dropped to 7.7
percept. compared to 8 percent
the previous month and 814
pbrcent the beginning of 1971.
The data shows the sharpest
drop took place in April when
from the previous high of
almost 8.25 percent it dropped
to 7.9 percent and for the
balance of the year it varied
between that figure and a flat
percent.
The lowest rate is reported
From the east-ricirth Central
states at 7.3 percent, a drop of a
half percent from the previous
month. The highest rate is
shown in the mountain states at
8.6 percent where the trend
reversed that of thia nation to
jump from 7.4 percent the

December
Milk Price
Announced
The minimum uni
—
form
-

Ladies Day

,month. Tho,i;;;;onlhor—G:Thdependent mantiliiturers
preyiotk
rate is still substantially lower report obtaining hank loans
than the average rate in the during Deeember, compared to
40 percent the previous month.
region of 9.22 percent that
existed at the beginning of the The December drop in
manufacturer bank loans hits
year.
The average interest rate also the low mark for 1971. This,
varies by vocations. Both in- combined with the higher level
dependent retailers and of loans of independent
wholesalers show the highest wholesalers apparently inrate at 7.8 percent, and in- dicates that manufacturers
during December were more
dependent firrns in finance the
successful during the month in
lowest at 7 rcent.
The demand for loans from moving finished goods from
the independent business sector their warehouses to wholesaler
also generally showed a drop warehouses.
On the other hand, 40 percent
from the previous month,
although 30 percent of the. of the independent manufacretailers reported securing turers report collections slower
loans as compared to 28 percent than a year ago which
the previous month, but lower represents an increase of a
percentage point or two over the
than midyear when 32 percent
reported obtaining bank loans. year, while- among all inBut among independent dependent business only 32
wholesalers, December showed percent report slower colleca big gain in batik -bans with 44 tions, down from 36 percent
percent obtaining them which is early in the year.
3 percentage points higher than
at any time during the year.
It now costs 75 cents to drive
Conversely, only 35 percent of across New York's VerrazanoNarrows bridge.

Programs

Scheduled

price
for milk with 3.5 per cent- butterfat in the Paducah marketing
irea for the month of Decemoer, 1971, has been set at $6.82
per hundredweight, according to
market Administrator Fred L.

LOUISVILLE-Special
Ladies Day Programs have
been scheduled for the 1972
National Farm Machinery
Show at the Kentucky Fair and
Exposition Center- in Louisville,
February 16-19,
Troy Green, author and
Astrology authority, will be the
featured speaker for the
program.
Ladies Day
programs will Thursday and
Friday, Februairy 17 and 18, in
Newmarket Hall at the Exposition Center.

ce
ShSm
iphb:Peyl
er
.yissa4e
li0'
th
centslit
P t
elow
l9L-X
the
November price and 10 cents below the December, 1970 price
also.
He noted the December price
was increased by 47 cents in accordance with the seasonal production incentive plan. Funds fcr
this purpose were deducted from
the uniform price from April
IhrOtigh July of I97L _Shipley

PIPES -GALORE
NEWCASTLE ON TYNE,
England (AP) -•An international bagpipe museum will4it
established here next Easter. It
will display more than 100 sets
of early English, Northumbrian, Scottish, Irish, European and early Egyptian
pipes

He listed the minimum Class
I price for milk at $6.69 per bun- dredweight while the December Class II price was $4.93.
The daily delivery' of Class I
milk was down 2.4 per cent front
November, but was -up 31 per
cent from a year ago, Shipley
said.

h
-0..nson's
Cotton
Siiiiiha

Vs61-570111•Y
Disinfectant
Kleenex
20D's
410 Value

Weekend Discounts

4

GOOD

to

let us fill your

REASONS

_prescriptions
2.CARE
3.QUALITY
—74.LOW COST
Quantity Rights Resenied.Prfeos Good Thru 1/24/72
While Quantities Last

Income Tax Organizers

BUS
SHC
I.G.

thaw Siesta

BexeliCootoe
Lens Wetting
Solution

Electric Blanket

Fields over 1600, documents Heavy guage.
balance handle With identification
plate Index_ foldsos included

81 75 Value-

934

Hospital Report -

$3.Sa--

Vela.

44

$

Check File

Eveready
-American
Lantern

"avY 411 ..t9Plituctro
Complete with index folders

Breck Basic

83

$249 Value

$225 Value

53 98

Value

$1

Bed Pillow
Green Star
Envelopes

.ZipPer Removable cover.

100s
49C Value

Stri-Dex
Medicated
Pads

Legal Size
Envelopes

980 Value

61

3

$2 69 Value

Floral stripe.
.Nylon inner 4-trter

Box of 50

C

49C

1972
Model Cars

3

1972 and other
8.
popular models
i
rt to chse
o from

Value

$

72

- S2 25 Va lue

Corn
Huskers
Lotion

r

$1 19 Value

,
Hytone Filler
Paper

,
\ -,7

790

Dixie Maid.

Panasonic
FM/AM Portable
Radio

Cigars82 00 Value
$1 79

Battery operated Built in FM whip
and ferrite antennas 2'A PM dynamic
speaker Earphone/external speaker.

Phillips Milk
of Magnesia
98( VA lite

73

'

ROLL-ON
3E-ODORANT
st 09. Value

Silverware
Tray

, ,, .
,

, 7t

s
Value

200

-,ALI

6

1

_
,

x27

690 Value

Soft Poly
Dish Pan

Plastic Rug
Runner

i,

‘

REXALL PROTEIN
DRY CONTROL
MEN'S

Si 50 Value

39'

$11 09
I

)BE GLE Y'DRUG STORE
DY
THIS COUPON GOOD FOR

HAIR SPRAY

89'

14 Quart

500 Value

The c,poiest th.ng
colors Fltec
hve _end ,at for
•
1
0
0
111 00
.../ pturanent press

,.
so
for

Ltrno
v
coupon err

it kiS100.
,•

ilk

. 10......"
.
i
.
e.,. ,.

4nc- Irafu-ii-

gcrod throt491, 17207

•

•

4
..-...werow•••••••••••11

uniform price
per cent-- butah marketing
th of Decemset at $6.82
according to
tor Fred L.

TRUE VALUE SINGLE UNIT PRICING!!

price for Pets below the
d 10 cents ber, 1970 price
ember price
_cents in acseasonal proFunds for
educted from
from April
1971, Shipley
Minuet Class
.0 per bunDstenther
of Class I
r cent from
3 up 31 per
ago, Shipley

FRYERS
T

.Sliced Into Chops

/4 PORK LOIN
1
U.S. CHOICE
SWISS STEAK
COUNTRY STYLE
BACK RIBS

Bush

ChoppPd Kraut No. 1 can
White hominy N r• 300
Spaghetti No 300 Can
Can

Mex•
ican Beans Bush
Gr. Norfri Beans
Pinto Beans i
All No. 300 can
I
I.G.A. COFFEE.
VELVEETA CHEESE
I.G.A. BISCUITS

BUSH NAVY BEANS
SHOWBOAT PORK & BEANS
I.G.A. TOWELS

I.G.A. Pot PIES
CRISCO
IG.A. EVAP. MILK

AJAX DETERGENT Reg.
t GERBER'S BABY FOOD strained
SOLID OLEO

59

CREAM COR

Store OPEN 24 Hours DAILY CLO-SID SUNDAY
Remember.. At JIM ADAMS MA It's the total on the tape that counts!

WEDNESDAY-JANUARY 19, 1972
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Chinese-Americans divided on Nixon trip_

GOOD NEWS

family isa law been Washington tiny. 16 after
consnunity--that- had-already owner's "political.ties2'
specifically, they protested one of the wealthiest in the touring China fora month, said
-.-divided itself eking Taipei
Peking lines. The incident is- some pro-Pekiag comments South China province of two banners reading "We
which Lung made when in- Yunnan. The father, Yun Lung, support Nixon's trip" were
terviewed 011 CBS tile-dam was a former Nationalist army placed by-students- outside-her
recently by Walter Cronkite. general who was unseated in a center in the heart" of
Washington's postage-040W
Both Lung and Mrs. Hays are coup d'etat in 1945.
He switched allegiance to the sized Chinatown. A week later
the children of well-to-do and
Communists in 1949. and was a they were torn down.
politically _prominent men._
A doctor whose office is in the
Mrs. Hays' father, Phillip member of the Chinese
Fu, was secretary to the People's Political Consultative same building as the center
American ambassador to Conference until his death in said the disappearance of the
banners was not surprising.
China in the late 1940s and still 1962.
resides in Washingriri:
ldrirlik7STAthiYietiirnidlo

By EDWARD NEILAN
Copley News Service

Policeman aids
the penniless

anything to do with taking the
banners down, Dr. William
Chin-lee, who is past president
of the _Chinese Cooacdidated
Benevolent Association, said,.
"Most
local
Chinese.
Americans came We the United ;
-States in the -first place to
escape persecution hi= the
Communists on the mainland" •
He said he personally agreed
with the idea of_Niagn'atripto
China in long-range terms; but,
objected to the banner
"because it was painted in
Chinese Communist style and
ettottir"-

In
WASHINGTON
comChinese-American
munities throughout the United
States, battle lines are being
drawn as a result of theothaw in
Washington-Peking relations.
By FRANK N1ACOMBER
Focal point of the skirCopley News Service mishing - so far confined
Somewhere else in this newspaper you probably will read about mostly to verbal bombardment
demonatretions - is
entanglements. But a lot of good
taxes iollation,fraud and fore
things are happening in the w S a , too, as the new year starts tod- President Rich
'wonting "journey for peace"
dling down the road.
For instance,there are folks like Harry L. Jones, a Birmingham, to Peking.
Most incidents among the
Ala.,policeman whose friendssay he would hand a stranger his last
435,062 Americans of Chinese
dollar.
A veteran of 17 years on the force, Jones answered an emergency - descent living in the United
call to a Birmingham home, found a'woman and her five ragged States have taken place In the
children locked out of the house by the husband. Jones went to the San Francisco and New York
grocery and spent the 96 in his pocket to feed the penniless family. Chinatowns. These two "
Another time, his wife recalls, Jones wrote a check for $30 to pay metropolitan areas embrace
a week's rent for a homeless young woman.
the largest and second largest,
"Thad to go out and borrow the money the nextday to cover .the respectively, ChineseEdward Neirdn
check," Mrs. Jones recalls.'
Amerfcan communities in the
Or how about Charles W. O'Connell of Chicago, who took-a plot of country.
typical of occurrences in otherscrubby bo_gland in suburban Posen, built a factory on it and is
The greater Washington
U. S. cities,
eTectroplating
ofierate
the
people
to.
hiring mentally retarded
area, including Baltimore, has
Helen Hays, direttor of
plant?
fewer than 16,000 Chinese- Federal City College's
The stdry actually began nearly slit years ago, when O'Connell American residents but in- Cultural and EducationChinese
Center
saw a film dealing with the mentally etarded. Its thrust was that cidents are on the increase.
and a member of the tour, said
are
efficient
at
finding
jobs,
they
while the retarded have trouble
This is viewed.as exceptional that unknown members of the
Many, especially in the field of electroplating.
because so many members of i/linPSP-Arnprielirl conunity
-4"Tha
-t-M-6Vre-rel1ty got to me,-0'ConnetrretriembersTrivre- the Chinese corrununiV tn the
have torn down
suit: an electfoplating plant idly tooled and ready to roll, its doors capital work for the U. S. porting Presidentbanners supNixon's trip
handicapped.
mentally
open to the
government, either as direct to Peking and defaced a
hire or contract employes.
Chinese Communist- poster
*
*
*
Much of the nuts-and-bolts which she brought back front
peking.
groundwork for the Nixon
--Then there Stanley Perlman, *caideut of a-PittRbureki-Par....: 44residentiaLviiiit,fix P-xamPle.-----i-resentthes
'
e-flth Centtry
automotive parts firm. He plays a double-edged role in the salvage is based on the work of Chinese- Chinese
gangster tactics in
business - parts and people.
American specialists in various day and age," said Mrs. this
Hays,
Penman hires 125 employes in his plant. Two of them arelormer department* and agencies.
40, an attractive Peking-born
prison inmates,,two came to him from a juvenile detention home,
The return of two local widow of an American ArmY
three have physical handicaps and three more are refugeesfrom Chinese-Americans_tcr..a
,t1"ur... warrant officer.
of mainland_ china_ rece
,611Y,
In another recent incidenL
"We like to think we salvage people as well as auto part
es
si;
piPe
oye
rl
arpea
3141-Un we ma
' -Van S.--Linig, owner of-the
man says. "That's the name of the game here." Re-has
Yenching Palace restaurant
grandmothers who needed money to stay alive and others who were
and leader of the group that
able to get off the welfare rolls because Perlman gave them jobs.
include:114ra Hari and lk Ka.*
and atwitter thild are
—A-third-a P hnitze3 pays on are
Coast Chinese invited by -Pe-,
Negroes. The formula has helped to boost the firties sales- from •
Womeas, Chlidrens and
We Have Brought Shoes From
king, complained that officials
he
says.
Perlman
now
directs
the
$60,000 in 1957 to $3 million a year,
of the Nationalist Chinese EmMons Styles Now On Sale!
Our Other Stores for This Sale!
largest auto parts rebuilding firm in the Pittsburgh area and does
bassy here had promoted a
business in 17 states4
boycott of his restaurant.
-"Well hire anyone who comes in the door and wants to work,"
FRANKFORT, Ky.-A joint
Lung had been in contact
Penman claims. "The only thing that counts is what they pro- effort by the Kentucky Crime
with mainland authorities for
duce."
Commission and Louisville some years but it was -not
Board of Education established widely- known until the
two community schools about 15 mainland Chinese issued the
months ago, aimed at reducing invitations that he was the man
high-delinquency rates near who "screened" local ap-Wvntown Louisville.
plicants for visits to China.
••,•;e‘',
love
After its first yearly report,
Lung also said that a
!Li
the project shows delinquency women's luncheon club stopped
'
has decreatied 12per cent in one holding its meetings at the
area, six per cent in the other. restaurant after Chinese
7.4
N•
An initial $60,000 giant was members objected to the
I ir
Issued by the Crime ComIniisicin for -SgpfeitilMr 19713
through August 1971. It
zard
Sale Starts Thur.;Ian. 20
established afternoon - and
evening courses for youths and
PORCH
PORCH
+
,,adults at Russell and Meyzeek
1-1
junior high schools, both only
.1.15
blocks from downtown.
• I
1110110014
LIVING
LING.
•10110014
Montest Eaves, project
director, said the beauty of the
two programs is that they
CAN
CAR
utilize existing school facilities
Yr it
C
C
' whibh would otherwise be lying
HALL
•
idle.
41
' I Ai.1018.
The Louisville Board of
KIT cm a,
kiTCH
' .14401,
Education opened the two
„
,
.+01041P•C DINING-Fr
schools 51n the afternoon,
' sa'Y'rt
11111(
RINI
T •' evenings
and on weekends.
riary.i=1
Eaves reported the weekend
MODERN DUPLEX: This symmetrical plan consisting of
Big 22 x-44 Size
sessions were cancelled but can
Iwo one-bedroomi units and screened porches might be just the
be renewed for special acThese Bargain* Are
type home for two retired. couples. It requires 2.016 square feet
tivities..
... with, a minimum lot 100 x 125. Estimateteint of ;31.000; pfiii
No. I Seco
. nds
The five-fold project attempts
Special Purchase of No. 1 Seconds
'land. Exterior walk and foundations are concrete 6lock 8 inches
to:
thick. Interior is frame with stucco. Party wall is masonry. A
for the Thrifty Shopper
concrete floor can be topped with terrazzo.Plan HA706R was
-Reduce delinquency in the
designed' by architect Jan Reiner, 1,000 52nd Street North, St.
target areas;
Twin Size
Petersburg. Fla., 31710. Information on obtaining blueprints
dropout
-Reduce school
for
may he obtained by writing the architect.
Flat and Fitted
rates and improve academic
.• • . .
achievement;
Full Size
..
•
•
-Provide a variety of
Flat and Fitted
Breakthrough in color photography! recreational, educational and
cultural activities to residents;
Matching
-Help adults raise ..their
Pillow Cases
educational level; and,
yir:;1'4.
"
441014
4'
-Improve family life in the
_,....o
• 15
rirgoode
.4
dp.
community through courses in
home,care
and
child
management.
The "students" are offered
several courses including art,
sis
4
1
:74/1
'
sewing, typing and basic
*
58-,60"
Wide
/
"
1
4
education courses. Adults may
receive a high school diploma
* Completely Washable
Cannon No. 1 Seconds
through GED programs.
Others 1st Quality
*
100%
Polyester
The staff includes three
certified teachers and six
22.444 BATH TOWEL
PLAIN & FANCY WEAVE
Vietnam veterans who conduct
and
the
educational
Solids, Spring Colors
A PORTRAIT SPECIAL
-1111".
recreational activities.
Matching HAND TOWEL
FOR EVERYONE
of
a
few
of
its
The project,one
Compare at 65.99 yd.
kind in Kentucky, has brought
Matching WASH CLOTH
together several social agencies
ih Louisville including YMCA,
CAC, Stop Dope Now, Youth
yd.
AT
Wedding Ring
Service Bureau and Neigh'
5
borhood Youth Corps.
"We also are getting help
from law enforcement officers
•
White & CoJors
who have set up a model pollee
district in the Meyzeek area,"
Plaids, Some Menswear Patterns
Eaves added. "The police ofCompare at $25.00!
Full & Twin
Reg. 59.99
ficers mingle with the citizens
•
\ \TI 16%1,10;
fq)1? A1TS
yd.
yd.
Compare at 54.99
and are achieving a harmonious
relationship."
Be Sure to Shop Lerman's
•SAllSi 11(1% it AllANTEE.1)
Eaves said the two schools
". H1
I
for January Clearance Bargains.
ALL COTTON
have also held contests in intraschool athletic programs, in:
eluding basketball, football and
• 1,1'1111 1) Ori
masler charge
track.
the
noting
the
success
of
Upon
yds.
Values -to 79t
prolgram the Crime Commission awarded an additional
Bel Air Shopping Center
$50,000 grant to continue for
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
FRIDAY, JAN. 21st - 11 AA. to 7 P.M. another year.

Shoes Out On
Racks for

Easy Shopping!

•

Adams Shoe Store Does The Unusual Again!

, Drastic Reductions on Women,_ Children and Men's Shoes

NICKEL SHOE SA

Buy 1 Pair at theitegular_Price—Select Second Pair' of Your
On_ T—Buy.fori 2 Different Members
of
Choice
_ Family
_
_

Joint School
Programis
Successful

ALL SALES FINAL

NO EXCHANGES

NO REFUNDS

DAMS SHOE STORE-

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

WEST SIDE SQUARE

Open Friday Nights

LERMANS

1

I
-,
-

]-

Luxurious Cannon

BARGAINS AL RE!

Popular •Burlington Mouse • Dan River
•Stevens fleadowbrook

BATH
TOWELS

NO IRON BLEACHED

SIIEETS,a,p1 PILLOW CASES

8

2 for '4
2 for '5
937 pr.

Repeat of A
Sell Out!

BIG Erx10"

DOUBLE KNIT ,
FABRIC

MeeCOLOR

utifully Coordinated
Floral

7.

TOWEL SETS

PORTRAIT*

77c
37c
21c

99(

41,

FANCY STRIPES
DESIGNER PRINTS

SPORTSWEAR FABRIC and
COURTESY PRINTS

SAV-RITE DRUG

3

Si

na

$688

ERMANS

29,%.

•

Ii

HOPE
SHEETING

SPREADS

'."

MORN

Spei
by
c riti

By FATH
Copley N
_
Dear Father I
Do I have a
port my ch
when the mor
nance social-1
zations whic1
against the be
country? I'm
ter about a 911
the 'Bishops 1
ment fund t
Tijerina's gi
Alianza.

irr L. T.:
The money
church is give
pasition that i
further the wc
that you beliel

the money fc
ptiliticians or i
the
ainst
i
ors.

If you think

Motors are ti
-4ainSt-the be
&intry,you h
t4cut off your
oppose
se the a
you can
roportiona

Ar.-----

- --Dear Father 1
I work in a
many shoplif
csirred that ou
bits insisted tl
take lie detect

'Morally, doe
to request thiA

Dear Linda:
Morally, ye
seem to • be
morale.

MURRAY, KY.

H

...

PAGE ELEVE

•

Father 1
It seems ter
s
to stay
before being I

A'neighbor's
up at the seer
and for four
waiting in the
boy's mother
to raise bond

Dear Mrs. T.:
The ordinal
judgment,sho
-appeals and
months after
been apprehei

To delay jus.
tice and is an i
It amounts to
the innocent si
the suspect is
it leads good
tempt for law
up the cost of
ceedings so
payer seems n
the Time du

LonN trials
at an absolute
sibie of attain]
reach only a
excludes any
about the per
reasonablenes
mint, too, nu:
dated to the c
the time. In a I
order, for in
must be swif
less care can I

Crime
N.Y. fur

Burglaries i
streets are se
the businesse
furriers. Sonic
will no longer
One furrier
his custome
minks and si
hidden in . ta
bags.
,

Slogan
honored

Guest of hoi
cionference
Association i
Lavender, 75
Tenn., who; ha
20 years ol
petitions. ,
Her winnin
$110,000 _ hops
equipped mo
$15",000 in am/
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taking the
.William
t president
tad
tion,
Chinesethe United
place to
Worn the "
mainland."
fly agreed
Qt5trip to
- terms, bute banner
painted in
t style and

Spending
by church
criticized

LIGHT CRUST

By FATHER LESTER
Copley News Service
- Dear Father 14ster:
Do I have a right -not to support my church (Caelic)
when the money is used to finance social-program ganizations which I thinK are
against the best interests of my
country? I'm particularly bitter abOut a $157,000 grant from
the 'Bishops Human Development fund to Reies Lopez
Tijerina's group known as
Manse.
L T.
-Dear L. T.:
The money you give the
church is given under the suppasition that it will be used to
further the work of the church
that you believe in. The admin-

2/591
oz.39c
29c

ihe money for their favorite
politicians or in any other way
inst the mandate of the
ors.
jif you think after prudent insistigatlen that the aniniitators are using your noney
Astra-the bestinteaesta of the
ithintry, you have an obligation
ticut off your payments and to
• se the administrators so
• as yoif can without causing
roportionate harm to your-

near Father tester:
I work in a store where so
many shopliftings have oc*red that our firm president
this insisted that all employes
take lie detector tests.
'Morally, does he have a right
to request this?

CRISCO
01
Large 48-oz.

11•

PAPER
TOWELS

',moot ir
'ENNA SAUSA;

Yellow Sweet

Dear Linda:
Morally, yes. But it would
seem to • be a mistake for
morale.

Texas Juicy-.

Father Lester: .
It seems terribly unjust that
-51XSteCteircrinllItal.stiviilet:
to stay in jail for months
before being biought to trial.

RANGV-:- 1 doz. in- cello-bag
Tenn: Grown
SWEET POTATOES

A. neighbor's son was picked-,
up at the scene of a' burglary
and for four months has been
waiting in the county jail. The
boy's mother hasn't been able
to raise bond money.
Mrs.S. T.

I
15-oz. Pkg.

Red Winesap & Golden Delicious

IL APPLES.
'v./ NI MI IIII

4-1b. bag

45

39
49,

IIII III II III

,
Dear Mrs.
The ordinary trial, in my
judgment,should be completed
—appeals and all — within two
111011019 after the Suspect has
been apprehended
To delay justice thwarts justice and is an injustice in itself.
It amounts to punishment for
the innocent suspect, and when
the suspect is obviously guilty
it leads good citizens to contempt for law. It else can run
up the cost of the judicial proceedings so high that the taxpayer seems more punished for
the 7ime than the criminal.
Loh trials aim, apparently,
at an absolute certitude impossible of attainment. Courts can
reach only a certitude which
excludee any reasonable doubt
about the person's guilt. The
reasonableness of their judgment,'too, must be accomrnodaled to the circumstances of
the time. In a time of great disorder, for instance, decisions
must be swift, which means
less care can be taken to avoid
errors. -

Crime wave jolts
N.Y. fur business
Burglaries and crime in the
streets are seriously affecting
the businesses of New York
furriers. Some insurance firm
will no longer deal in furs.
One furrier said recently that
his customers arrive With
minks and sables for repair
hidden in tattered shopping
bags.

lb.

59c

12- w -

SAVE 30

WHEN YOU BUY A
" 10-0z. Jar of

47`'

INSTANT -FOLGERS
COFFEE CRYSTALS

ARMOUR BRAND MATCHLESS

Lean, kteaty

Beef
SHORT RIBS
lb

4,94P

BROAD BREAST

-TURKEYS
12 lb
avg

1

b.494

IF YOU MATCH OUR QUALITY...YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICE
Guest of honor at the ithnual
Conference of the Contesters
Association was Mrs. Lena
Lavender,. 75, of Memphis,
Tenn., who has won $117,000 in
20 years of slogan corn.

petitiQns.

Her winnings included an
$80,000. house, a lavishly
equipped mobile home and
$15100 in cash.

Located in Downtown
Shopping Center

Shop
Where You
Can
Save
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Roy T. Mayes, Kentucky News Roundup
Librarian, Dies

Seen & Heard . •
(Continuedfrom Page 1)

PAGE THII

PADD Is Funded In
Amount Of $42,900

World News In Brief. ..

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS have the votes to pass the
drowned Tuesday when they
"On the basis of these conSAIGON (AP) - Bolstered measure even if they-firsthave
felt through melting ice on
siderations, it was decided
by
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•
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Louisv
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adminisRoy T. Mayes, Senior Excharges against the wolf .
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prise, the massive US. air meat powers of the Equal Em-4
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Dead
year,
for
the
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woodeutter
The Purchase Area Develop- according to the announcement. campaign against the Ho Chi ployment Opportunity Commis-1
Richard Cox, 10. A third boy, was indicted for unaggravated
.Kentucky, died Monday at 4:15
District has been approved frThe..PADD was oiganized and Minh trail in Laos continued to- sion.
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Allen
Lee_
Cos,
12,
assault with a deadly weapon. ment
pm. at the Jenny Stuart
by
Jefferson
frop
the
water
142,900
in funds from the Incorporated at a meeting held day. The Enterprise had been
for
"Several nights later, the
Hospital, Hopkinsville. He was
WASHINGTON (AP) - The; Ocean
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- an 83- wOodcuttees cottage wee Eizonoolte DeveloPmeet Admin- here'June 19 INK It represents dispatched to the Indian
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the eight counties of the Jack- last month during the India- House todiy is expected to
Istration In Washington.
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prove a $2.7-billion foreign-aid.
..ons year from the date
to save the others and apThe deceased worked with
Announcement of the'funding son Purchase and is controlled Pakistan war._
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of
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a
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The
development
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in
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introduce
a
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planning
to
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are
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worked with the Department of
tattle Red Riding -Hood, who
to promote the economic growth massing, possibly for gn offen- gress'revival of foreign aid aftgressional reapportionment bill gave the most touching tribute.
Libraries for seventeen years
of
the entire area and each par- sive during the Tet celebration er wnits of House-Senate
population
to
that
would
add
(AP)
LOUISVILLE,
Ky.
and was instrumental in the
"She said that while she had
ar county.
District.
the
existing
Third
next month and during Presi- maneuvering and deadlockl
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young
Two
development of better library
been selfishly grateful for the
Leon Smith is execative di- dent Nixon's visit to China.
since the Senate struck cloven(
The bill would add parts of woodcutter's intervention, she
_services in this area, .
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Matthews
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Mayes was a graduate of
realized in retrospect tharlie
Albert McCray Hopkins- of include-Graies Coinitsr
Republican '',A" District of had over-reacted. As she knelt Guthrie Rd., Paris,
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Senate has yet to pass a
Murray State University with
Tenn., died Dick Castleman, Chairman-,
billion appropriation of the au-eastern Jefferson County.
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his field being Library Science.
and placed a wreath in honor of late Monday afternoon at Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis, The Pacific Maritime Associthorized
money.
ation
has
announced
that
its
the brave Wolf, there wasn't a Chesemore Hospital at the age vice chairman; Richard Fair-Prohibit any household in
His position made him a
-member shipping firms will remember of the Administrative Kentucky from having more , FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)- dry eye-tn the whole forest.. • of 76.
secretary,
hurst of - Paducah,
JUNEAU, Alaska (AP) Council of the Department of than two dogs and ban dog ken- Kentucky Sen. Walter Baker,
Funeral services were held and_ George ,Lit_de of Benton, fuse to handle military cargo at
struck West Coast ports after Two Soviet fishing vessehr
Gtdisg°*, uftti"'w Tneadar
Libraries and he Worked closely nels within the city limits of
The liberal Warren Court has today at 11 a.m. at LeDon treasurer.
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with Miss Margaret Willis, first class cities, introduced in he is'considering Introducing.° come up with some decisions Chapel, Paris, with Bro. B.B.
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that
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allow
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Rep.
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makes thus too true. That Hillerest Cemetery.
dens to start _to school earlier
cut off an important source of fusing to be taken to port and.
•
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Many people in Calloway ville.
indme to striking dock work- remain stalemated in the north-:County will remember him,ss
-Make it unlawful for any- than at present.
these are odd times, no one can
He was born Nov. 15, 1895 in
ern Bering Sea witil a Coast-through
dpm,„
Baker-got
a
proposal
he-helped establish Calloway one to refer a person for emlienry CowityAbe_sooaf_the_late -Federal' -Statb---Market News- ers and affect about 75 per cent
Guard icebreakei
- Of mibtary
-AipMen-Wftir
Countylibrary asThe P"-chase ployment in place of an em- -the 1970 legisiature-tirrequire_
George Hopkins and Lucy Service January 19, 1972
The- Lamut, a factory ship
east Asia.
Regional Headquarters and ploye involved in A labor. dis- Youngsters Starting schatiL to be
Someone haS-said-that "John Shankle' Hopkins. He -was Kentucky Purehase
Area Hog
It -may also hasten the con- •that- almusdoned-1111- -eseape- at*
obtain one of the newer, larger pute as well as prohibit anyone six on Oct. 1, instead of Dec.. Lindsey tas an smart per_ married In 1919 to the former
Market Report Includes 9 gressional action that is ex- tempt as the Coast Guard was'
bookmobiles. Mayes worked from seeking such a job and 31. The bill was vetoed by,for- sonarity, which could be part of Beulah Kendall and she
Buying Stations
'
pected as the government seeks ready to shoot across its how'
with the local Library Board of prohibit an ,employer from hir- mer Gov. Louie Nunn.
his problerri. He's A.C. and preceded him in death in 1936. Receipts:
Act. 1273 Est. 900 to end the walkout, perhaps by Tuesday, and the trawler KolTrustees and Friends of the ing such a person, It was sponWashington is D.C.
He married Catherine Lankford Barrows and Gilts
25 cents imposing a legislated settle- -Yvan haye bilked At continuing:
Library in obtaining the new sored by Rep. James Yocum,
on October 24, 1948 and she higher Sows steady
to 50 cents ment.
to sail under escort to the US4
modern library facilities it now D-Loilisville in the House and
survives. He had worked for, higher.
Naval Station at Adak in the;
has.
Sen. 'Danny Yocum, D-Louismany years in the office of Dr. US 1-3 200-240 lbs.;
25.0045.25
WASHINGTON (AP)- Sen- Aleutians, 600 miles to thik
Mayes is "survived by his ville, in the Senate.
Marion P. Bomar, Paris US 1-2 206430 lbs.,
25454540Parents. Mr. and MnS. Nolie
south.
-Make it an affimative deVeterinarian. He was a member 11S-2.4 200240-ths.7-34,75-25,00 --ate opponents promiseda
-figh-liossthty-a-fftthuster=tzg----FEDERAL--SFATE---fstitiRKET-. of Springville Baptist Church,
----Mayes- of Prince-toiii four
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US-3-4.-260-280-1138-4 2345-24.25- federal enforrementriffalrir--------'
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JANUARY- 17 . with 56 years standing.
Ray E.of Hopkinsville, William sale was induced by the use of
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)The meeting of the Luther
Sows
ployment practices. The meas.
Clyde of Princeton, and Fred' false or fraudulent identi- The Legislative Research Corn- eld, kentucky.MAYFI
Besides his wife he leaves one
-US-1-2-270450-lbs,-111.50-20.00:
_isle also extends protection -tO—R°134"4°4-- -Par.14-Teac-he
-McGowan of Beaver Dem; two ficathin and The person ap'
rniission was directed Tuesday_ ELD LIVESTOCK MAIREETf'-dinighTer, --WS-.--Winifred few at 20.50.
,rn;
.---Assotiittion,' schedules! . for..
ae--additiongi ,2e 'million t
Livestock weighted on arriVal. Wimberley of Rt. 3, Buchanan;
sisters, Miss Betty Jo Mayes of peared to be of legal age. It by the Kentucky
Senate to
Monday, January 24, Via nem=
US 1-3 300450 lbs./ 18.50-19.50
Cattle this week 400
Louisville and. Mist Mary Lou also viould prohibit anyone tinone son_ Hulon Hopkins of US 24 450450-lbs., 17.50-18:50 *Yes.
study the use of the property
Cancelled, according to Mrs
Mayes of Lexington.
der 21 from using false or tax to finance education and to Calves this week 39
Paris; three grandchildren and few at 17.00
Supporters expressed con- Ted Bradshaw, president.
COMPARED TO LAST WEEK: three great grandchildren.
• Funeral services are being fraudulent identification to try
fidence, however, that they
study the laws of eminent do- _
Boars 15.00.18.00
All represented slaughter
held today at one p.m. at the to buy alcoholic beverages. The
main.
classes steady, feeders 1.00 to
Morgan
Funeral
Home, bill was introduced by Rep. YoSB8 also instructs the L:RC to
higher.
Princeton, with burial in the corn.
study possible implications for 1.50
SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility
Pool Cemetery there.
-Require, instead of merely Kentucky of recent court deci20.50-23.00, Cutter 19.00-20.50,
The Calloway County Public allow, fourth class cities to
sions which -held that property
Canner 16.50-19.00.
Library closed at eleven a.m. have policemen's and firetaxes discriminate against
SLAUGHTER BULLS:
today so the staff could attend fighters' pension funds, sponpoorer school districts.
,
Utility over 1,000 lbs. 26.00-28.00.
the funeral services in. Prin- sored by Rep. Stanley Searcy,
SR1 was adopted with an eye
,SLAUGHTER CALVES AND
ceton. They will reopen at 8:30 R-Jeffersoainwn.
toward unifying the eminent doVEALERS: Choice 180.240 lbs.
a.m. on Thursday.
-Require all serious acci- main powers of state agencies.
vealers 44.00-50.00, mixed Good
dents involving trains or railThe -commission will make
road crossings to be reported to reports in both areas to the and Choice 40.00-45.00, Choice
240-350 lbs. calves 40.00-44.00,
the state Railroad.Conunission. 1974 General Assembly.
NEW! Easy open can!
mixed Good and Choice 35.00-Prohibit the suspending or
AnOther resolution approved 40.00.
revoking of drivers' licenses of•
21 -oz. c-an
-Tuesday endorses-two-bills-our-iSTkEas: Choice
gentuckianii, or , ,asiessing- rently before aingiess to shall-- F --MEDEA ,%---,
1
11,,,, ,......, ...
...;.,
points against those licenses for en the period of Daylight Sav- 300-400 lbs. 42.50-45.50, high
Choice
up
to
48.00,
400-500
lbs.
speeding
violations
in
other
Mrs. Dula Mae Paschall of
ings Time. The bills, introduced
Rt. 1,. Cottage-Grove, Tenn, states, sponsored by .-Rep,, by Kentuckians Tiin Lee Carter 39.,50-42.50, 506406 lbs. 36.5039.50, 600-700 lbs. 34.00-36.50,
died Monday at 3:30 p.m. at James Bruce, D-Hopkinsville.
in the House and Marlow Cook
Henry County General Hospital.
-Exempt from the sales tax in the Senate, would have:Day- package of 923 lbs. 34.00,mited
11
/
2-1.
She was 77.
tickets sold by nonprofit the- light Savings Time extend from Good and Choice 300-400 lbs.
Funeral services are being aters in Kentucky, by Bruce Memorial Day to Labor Day in- 39.50-42.50, 400-500 lbs. 36.50.
:ekiAt",6
"
a°:::
lialliali1.3'
4 — ; tanned
39.50, 500-600 lbs. 33.50-36.50,
held today at 2 p.m, at-LeDon Blythe, R-Louisville.
stead of from the last Sunday
lk
Good
300-400
lbs.
36.50-39.50,
400:, 15-oz. can
n
'
er":
Chapel, Paris, with Bro. James
;K:
-Modernize Kentucky's cor- in April to the last Sunday in
can
-oz.
12
500
lbs.
33.50-36.50,
500400
lbs..
Meadows officiating.Burial will poration_ lair.along lines_ of the. October.
•
.
30.50-33.50.
be in Walker Cemetery, Paris, unified model business corpoCopies of the resolution will
ed.
•
t
FEEDER HEIFERS. Choice
Tenn.
ration act, submitted by Rep. be sent to each member of
She was born Dec. 8, 1894 in Richard Lewis, D-Benton.
Kentucky's congressional dele- 300-400 lbs. 35.50-38.50, 400-500
4
24-oz.
Henry County the daughter of
-Pet:Vide a niachanitm to gation and to the U.S. Secre- the. 33.00.35.50,500-600 lbs. 32.0034.00, packaged 771 lbs. 29.75,
—
the late Perrin Hill and Josie avoid financial loss to insur- tary of Transportation. •
••••..• ...
Hormel All-Beef'
Dinty Moore
mixed Good and Choice 300-400
•-•..2 _..:..
Roberts Hill. She was married ance claimants because of the
lbs. 33.00-35.50, 400-500 lbs. 31.00to Jessie G.(Didden) Paschall insolvency of the insurer and to
33.00, 500400 lbs. 29.00-32.00,
in 1919 and he preceded her in help detect en& prevent such
15-oz.
'Good 300-4001bs. 31.00-33.00, 400death January 11, 1972.She was insolvencies, sponsored by Sen.
12-oz. 1 ,bilitiemoore _
19-oz..can
500 lbs. 29.00-31.00, 500-600 lbs.
a member of Cottage Grove Joe Stacy, D-West Liberty.
can for $100
!„-,
...... klia.',I2kl
,
26.00-29.00.
Church of Christ.
-Repeal the state meat inSurvivors
include
two spection law, submitted by Sen.
SAN FRANCISCO(AP)-In/
k .-4-'1_,
Nabisco
,,
daughters Mrs. Clara Cooper of Tom Harris, Worthville.
ternational Bird Care Center is
4
I
2/2910REOS
Paris and Mrs. Lillie Rhodes of
-Regulate insurance holding suing Standard Oil of California
Jackson; five sons Dalton .company systems, sponsored for $5.1 million damages over
Barna
18-oz.
Kitchen Kraft No. 2 can
Paschall of Columbia Station, by Stacy,
the massive oil spill a year ago
Ohio, Joe E. Paschall of Paris,
-Provide a ktatutory baai,s_ in San Francisco Bay.
Howard Grover and J.P. for the FAIR ( Fair Access to
The suit filed Tuesday in
CHARLESTON, W.Va. (API
Paschall all of Cottage Grove; Insurance Requirements) plan state and federal courts de- - Agriculture Commissioner
Keebler
Bath Size
two sisters, Mrs. Vergie Ables established by the Insurance manded $175,000 for actual Gus Douglass told the state
1-1b. box
of Cottage Grove and Mrs. Lola Department by regulation; the cleanup expenses from the col- House_ Finance Committee
Brown of Paris; one brother plan provides insurance cov- lision of. two Standard tankers Tuesday his department will
bar 1 1t
Will Hill of Paris; fifteen . erage for persons or firms plus $5 million in punitive dam- need $250,000 over the next five
grandchildren and two great which otherwise could not get it ages.
years to bring the growth of
leader
Med. Size Grade A
grandchildren.
by setting up a pool from which
Marijuana under control.
10
lbs.
doz.
claims are paid. The bill was
Douglass said the growth of
Carton
$109
spogiored by Stacy.
marijuana is now a problem of
-Remove the sales tax on all
"major proportions" in the
(Continued front Page 1)
Flavor-Kist
groceries covered by the Feder- was "tantamount to millions of state and that his survey crews
*
llb
al Food Stamp progam and re- dollars raided from the public have sighted 2,605 acres of it
move the state property-tax on treasury for Governor Ford's growing in the Potomac River
Rolled Rump
lb
selected items, introduced by political cronies." He noted the Valley.
k
or Sirloin
Illinois
Pride of
Rep. Harold DeMarcus, R-Stan- maximum applied to division
He said the state's present
Word has been received of the ford. The bills were two of six
303 can
heads 'and others as well an crop may be worth $60 million
death of William H. Kline, proposals announced by the
to $70 million.
commissioners.
formerly of Calloway County, HOuse Republican leadership
-H.B. 79, establishing an
passed away Monday at ten -blendaY.
American Beauty
elective government reorganif
t
Sliced In Chops
. p.m. at Lincoln Park, Mich.
Won't Join Strike
-Implement the Homestead zation commission in counties
Kline was 73 years of age and Amendment to the state Con303
can
3
1/4
with first class cities to study
his death followed 'an-.extended stitution approved by the voters
VANCOUVER, B.C. ( AP /
lb
and recommend by June 1,
illness. He was a member of a in 1971 to exempt part of the
Longshoremen here will not be
1975,, ways to improve governjoining the U.S. West Coast
Baptist Church in Lincoln Park. value of their homes from propmental structure.
.
,dock strike, union spokesmen
Col. Lee's
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. erty taxes for persons over 65.
H.B. 24, kohibiting state legSwanns Market-' •
WM
said Tuesday.
Maneola Kline, one daughter. Rep. William Kenton, D-Lexingislators from serving on the
Leaders of the Vancouver loMrs. Floy Rose Moody, and two ton said he was sponsoring the
governing boards of any state cal of
BUY A
•
the International Longsons, W. H. Kline and Frank bill for the Ford adminis- college
lb $
or university in KenKline all of Lincoln Park, tration.
shoremen's and Warehouse- •
1-LB.
tucky.
men's Union said they will reMich.; three sisters, Mrs. Rose
-Require counties and cities
H.B. 63, requiring two weeks.,
Reelfoot
ject any call from U.S., union
Patterson of Hazel, Mrs. Hulda to insure that laws concerning advance notice to
adjoining
leaders that they join.
Willoughby of Murray Route cernetaries are complied with, property
;
owners before zoning
SPECIAL PRICE
i
Vancouver longshoremen conFive, and Mrs. Mary Wright of sponsored by Mrs. Kidd in the
changes could be made.
4:11N:i
WITH NIS COUPON
tinued to work throughout the
Royal Oak. Mich.,' three House.
100-day strike at U.S West
brothers. Glenmore Kline of
F016eli
-Require motor vehicle man- COURSE CANCELED
All-Meat
P
Coast ports last year
Hazel, Rupard Kline .of ufacturers to give 90-day notice
,offi, ,
ATLANTA (UPI )---A planned
Buchanan, Tenn., and Howard before canceling the franchise noncredit
r- 1
course on women's
t
l b.
Sliced
Kline of Murray; several nieces of a motor vehicle dealer and liberation
has been canceled for
FREE
and nephews.
PUPPIES
'prohibit a manufacturer from this -quarter,. Georgia State
Six part Collie puppies, eight
Funeral services will be held requiring the dealer to make
Pringles
University. announced Tuesday.
weeks old, are free to persons 010 Good Thru -1/27/72 85'
Thursday at one pm.'at Lincoln repairs at a lower rate than he
Only two persons sinned up
for - pets. For further inPark. Mich., with burial in a 'normally charges, also spon- for the
course. Both were
formation call 753-7137
• cemetery there.
sored by Garrett.
middle-age men.
By THE ASSOrlATED PRESS
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) The Kentucky School Boards
Association has heard a denunciation of collective bargainingdemands by teachers at its annual meeting here.
Richard Neil, assistant director .otAiisEtd, ucational '4ervice
Bureau in Washington, called
the National Education Association one of the most powerful
iabor iinions_in the country, He
said collective bargaining 'demands by teachers pose one of
the most serious threats to public schools.
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Open Till Midnight 7 Days A Week
for Your Shopping Convenience
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YOU ALWAYS BUY THE BEST FOR LESS

DOUBLE STAMPS ALL DAY TOES AND WED

(AP) — Thepected to ap.n foreign-aid
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We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
Register for Free Florida Vacation at Our Store!!
We Redeem 1J. S. -Govt Food Stamps
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Crackers

TID

BREAD BACON
Miss
Liberty

Murray, Kentucky

outhstde Shopping Center

Sliced
Slab

9

Giant
Size

Lara Lynn
1-1b. box

ORANGE

Morton Meat

eaches Dinners JUICE
'Except Ham and Shrimp

the Luther
eat-Teacher—
eduled . for.,
24, 1is beers:
to Mrs:-'
resident.

or Adams_
Sealdsweet
_

5

2 can
/
No. 21

KRAFTS
•
_Miracle_
Whip

••1

can
'can

Qt. Jar

Ice
OLEO HENS Cream PICNICS
Fresh
Oven
Ready

Yellow
Solids

z. c-an

9'

Miss
Liberty

5 toi-I13.
avg.
lb.

me
inirnaril

2 gal.
1
/

lb.

-vat

5

flr*

C

ALES
r$loo
0 47c

FIRST CUT

CHEESE FOOD 79c
2- 29c
43C CORN
89
FLOUR
25c SALMON 79c
JACK-0-1ANTERN

STORE MADE

Ga

MILK MAIDib bag$

131

Blade Cut

LIBERTY
Gal.
1.18

C

CHUM

2 Gal
1
/

LEADER

BY THE PIECE

SLICED

CGEED

Tray
Pack

PET RITZ

C

218):t

KELLY'S

SLICED

lb

BRISKET

9;

FRESH

FRESH

lb

1 69

31

STORE MADE
* HAM * PIMENTO * CHICKEN
lb.

ARMOUR'S
12-oz. pkg.
Sliced
••'• U.'

g 7

5

9'

59C

r:-

WITH THIS COUPON!
No Other Purchase Necessary.

9;

(Coupon Worth 10') - VOID AFTER JAN. 24th

VOID AFTER JAN. 24th

_

•

•

A

.,, Aa

••••••TF:

•••• •iAllik=".•

lb.

39,
29,

-6%
DUNCAN HINES

WITH THIS COUPON
No Other Purchase Necessary
40-

t.;J

lb.

CAKE MIXES 3/19c

BACON.
"

VOI,k^

▪

gr=

with this coupon and the purqiase of
one poUnd of Miss Liberty

(.7

lb.

FRESH

—

25 S&H Green Stamps

JONATHAN •

FRESH

11P117.
Iii-e14%1:
.ei.

1,--P-6P

PILLSBURY

FLOUR

RED OR WHITE

15c:nzs

lb.

29

$259 FR. FRIES 32babgs $1
25C PIE SHE1.1.$ Pog2. 35c
$100 POTATOES20-ib,-bagl9c
lb. 29t
29'
g
APPLES •

SHASTA

lb

CHIEFtal can
GARDEN DELIGHT

lb

CENTER CUT

303
cans

Cream
YellowCream

lb.

U.S. PRIME

2 lb. box

49C

JACK
Can

CHOPPED

lb.

CHEF'S DELIGHT

LIBERTY

MATCHLESS
55C
Sliced pound

I All-Beel

6 to 8 lb..
avg.

TEXUN
46-oz
can

CORN VALLEY
99C
2-lb. bag

Gli. JUICE
SAUSAGE
FRANKS
ICE MILK
GRN. BEEF unit).69C BACON
9c
CHOfsp0und5
MACKEREL
PORK
89
STEAKS
CHUCK ROAStb59c MILK
SAUSAGE
25
39c
DOG FOODPORK LIVER.Ib. 39c .BOLOGNA
HAM SLICES 89c GINGER ALE
BACON SELMI
BEEF LIVER suclEb°49c CHILI w"EANs 3
PORK STEAK
PIGS FEET
BEEF STEW 39c SALADS NECK BONES
PIG EARS
c
99
63C
BACON
PIG tAILS
ARMT1.0z pkg

Reelfoot
Smoked

VOID AFTER JAN. 24th
lvffirjri.Akk.q • Li)

--

.)

CABBAGE
100

•

NEW GREENb

100 S&H Green Stamps
with this coupon and purchase
of 3-1b. pkg.

.:. 1.,
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• GROUND BEEF PATTIES ,.A
,
.7.1
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lb.79c
*
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7 ByTRANWMACOP.DIER
• Military-Aerospace Writer
Copley News Service
As the new year opens, fed...„pral space agency officials

alma& are .hanninerThit. the—C450W
—. -ftljth Nation-lir
drums for -a second manned
nautics and Space Administraearth-orbiting station after tion's Marshall space Flight
three mission,' have been eozn- Center at Huntsville, Ala.,
ratted aboard the feet ark_ •
where work on the first Skylab
spacecraft is well under way.
Much of the tub-thumping

working on the Skylab project

nowever,lhe sound of
distant drums is faint, indeed,
in NASA's Washington, D.C.,
headquarters. A second Skylab
craft and subsequent missions
beyond the three planned for

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule torWednesday Evening.
CH. 3
WSIL
6:00 News
4:30 Sports
344110-C-414 Rooney
7:30 Comedy Hour
0:30 Persuaders
9:30 Anderson
1000 News
10:10 Cavett
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CH. 8
CH. 6
WSIX
WPSD
Deal
Make
6:30
'30.Nash. Music
7:00 Movie
.:00.Adam 12
5:00 Comedy-Hour
10:00 High
:00.Gallery
Chaparral
10:00. News
11:00 News
10:30 Tonight
11:30 Cavett

.
CH. 5
WLAC•
Truth
6:30 Tell
7:00 Burnett

CH. 4
WSM
6:30 Dragnet
7:00 Adam 12

7-34movie. ----ewe meet.
9:00 Night Gal.
10:00 NewS
10:30 Tonight

9:00 mannix
10:00 Nevis
10:30 Mason-LE,
1130 Movie
, ----

CH. 12
'
CH. 29
KFVS
WDXR
,----•
6:30 Rodin' - - -.1:57 News
1:00 Movie
7:00 Special
:00 C0411e1y-BinWli.-7421 tlifiws
4:30 Theater 29
9:00 Mannix --.
, 9:35 Weather
10:00 News
9:40 News
10:30 Griffin
9:53 Harvey
10:00 Creat. Feat.
10:30 Movie
12:00 Sports

low on the agency's
priority totem pole.
Future space project plan-'
tiers, for example, cite an
agency money shortage as one
roadblock. Many of them would
rather devote more time, surplus space hardware and their
limited dollars to proposed
joint manned'U.S.-Soviet space flights.
American and Russian space
officials have-reached a loosely
worded agreement on the value

cated elpariments in

the second Skylab edition.
These, he explains, might be
an improved telescope, with

1973 are

more accuracy fo tudying the
better instrunt.s for
earth resources stud
than
those planned for the firs
lab;' additioruil'medical excjments and measurements o
man's reactions to long weightlessness periods.
- • -- - -

sun;

Bedroom
s
G
ain L
Tx
from each country.
The first Skylab craft is to rroportions
carry a three-man crew around '
of such a venture, to test common rendezvous-docking pro-

spacecraft

* Ledger & Times W Schedule For Thursday * .
Som. Sam.

600 mor. Show 5:45 Journal
8:30 LaLanne - _
4404-New*
9:00 The Hour ------'1!00 Today
6:30 N'Ville
AM
10 30 That Girl
9:00 Dinah
7:55 Kitc.
Korn.
11 00 Bewitched
930 Concen.
8:00 Kangarcio
11 30 Password
10:00 Sale-Cen.
9:00 Tell-Truth
10:30 Squares
12 00 My Child.
9:30 T or C
,T20 make-Deal
11:00 Jeopardy
10:00 Fam. Affair
1:00 Newlyweds
11:30 WWW
10:30 Love of Life
12:00 Noon
1:30 Dating
11:00 Heart Is
1:00 Our Lives
2:00 Gen Hosp.
11:30 Search
1:30 Doctors
2:30 One Life
12:00 Singing Con.
3:00 Love Am.
3s00 An. World
12:30 World Turns
3:30 Matinee
2:30 Promise
1:00 Love Is
Lewis 300 Somerset
5:00 H.X.
1:30 Guiding Lfghi
3:30 Virginian
-5:ii News
5,00-pmerbeery-e4
- eill-Seenet Storm
6:30 Safari
a:00 News
, 130 Ede* of Night
7:00 Smith Jones
6:30 Primus
3:00 Gomer
Pyle
8:00 Longstreet
7:00 Flip Wilson' 3:30 Gilligan
9:00 Marshall
1:00. Ironside
104:00 Movie
10:00 News
9:00 Dean Martin 5:25 News
10:30 Cavett
10:00 News
6:00 News
10:30 Tonight
6:30 Tell Truth
7:00 Me IL Chimp
7:30 My 3 Sons
8:00 Movic
.10:00 News
• *4
10:30 Mason
' tt:30"mbvie •

4:38 McCoys
7:00 Today
700 Bozo
9:00 Dinah----41.:30 Romper
9:30 coneent.
11:00 Lucy
10:00 Sale Cen. 9:30 Hillbillies
10:30 Squares
10:00 Mow. Game
11:00 Jeopardy 10:30 That Girl
11:30 W-W-W
11:00 Bewitched
11:_55 News
11:30 Barbara
12:00 News
11:45 Sewing
12:15 Pastor
11:55 C. Duvall
12:30 Romp.
12:00 My Children
12:SS Calendar 12:30 Make-Deal
1:00 Lives
1:00 Newlyweds
1:30 Dating
1:30 Doctors
2:410 Gen. -Now
2:00 World
.. .
.230 14.4
"
"
4
-2
'
34 4)" "le -•
3:00
Password
3:00 Somerset
3:30 Love Am.
1:30 Popeye
4:00 Jeannie
4:00 Gilligan
4:30
Green Acres
Boone
4:30 Dan
5:00 News
6:00 News
6:00 Griffith
6:30 Dragnet
7:00.1. wiison
6:30 Golddiggers
Ironside
6:00
7:00 Smith Jones
0:00.0. Martin 1:00 Longstreet
10:00 News
9:00 Marshall
10: 30. Tonight
10:00 Chaparral
11;00 News
_
11:30 Cavett

5:45
6:15 Break.
7:00 News

-

•

9.nal
Devotio
Shag_45
•
• 10:00 Movie

mgr .
Gow
uir"C
4
:1;t6.
4
.9: :ICIMP
LuCy
12:30 3 Match '
9:30 Hillbillies
movie
10:00 Fam. Affair 1:00
2:57
1030 Love-Life
Game
Where Heart 3:00 Movie
News1:0
3:30 EHale
11:25 News
x
400
11:30 Search
to
12:00 Farm
Pic. 4:00
• 00
:
Gary
5
12:05 News
Danes
Bill
5:30
12:20 Weather
12.
•30 World Turns 5:57 Nevis
Edil'Lev* .Many COO Moefll
.„
1:34 Guiding Light 7:27 News'
29 Theater
7:30
Storm
2:00 sec.
9:35 Weather
2:30 Edge-Night
7.
9:40 News:
3:00 Lassie
..
10:00 Creat. Feat.
4:00 Virginian
10:30 Movie
5:30 News
12:00 Sports
6:00 News
6:30 Primus
7:00 Me & Chimp
7:30 My 3 Sons
'
8:00 Movie
10:00 News
10:30 Griffin

the globe for 28 days. Two subChu.;ago NFS-)
(Welders
sequent missions will be for 56 61 today's new homes and
.thys each.-The crews will be -apartments, recOgnizing the imrerwern earth anctihe __portancecr- sales appear of
orbiting Skylab craft aboard an the bedroom, are devoting
more and more floor space to
Apollo cuirimand ship launched
sleeping quarters, especially for
from Cape Kennedy, Fla.
master bedroom.
Dr. Eberhard Rees, director theNot
only are inns( new masof the Marshall Center since ter bedrooms amply proporDr. Wernher Von Braun .leff tioned, for queen- or king-size
that post to become NASA's bedding; many are spacious
chief future planner, concedes _ enough. to -qualify --as private'
the chancPsforissecoad.Skylali.....-saites,____eumaime--*Ascii- fell
craft and series of missions in separate baths, dressing rotims!
and even fireplaces, according
1976 appear.to be slim, but not
to Mary Ann Wills, design conhopeless.
It is a matter of money," he sultant for a widely known
manufacturer of home furtells newsmen,"and very open
nishings and accessories.
at this time." And, of course,
For those prepared to spend
success of the Skylab missions enough for a new houSe or
next year (1973) will be another apartment with "all_ the
- important key to space agency extras: a master bedroom may
equipped
come
such
with
decisions, Dr. Rees adds
U.S. scientist, he predicts,. amenities as a truly separate
•
would-bterrthusiastic and-givFarea Miss Wills noL
second
tea
SkY"-'-ThRTHE¼cERAGE
their-"PP°11
lab venture if the first one pans
couple, bow-ever, such livability
out as_anticimteeland tarnstiP.---,--will-depesii-niiiiiily-apoe-io
SS
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CHANCE
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KAYE FAITH IN THE -106_MENT OF
AV Falai14UiletAi4 kiti65,AND OA
5uRE THAT 4.1rTH YOuR HANDLIMIS
oF mY CASE I'LL BE FOUND..

1_I III

new physiological facts about

genuity - and economic consid"to
man's ability to work and live-- rrations.
-Rt. modclirrg
-stilt- Can be a costly proposi-•
.in space for prolonged periods.
'rem
ry
i"
d re-leoraa
h tr
Many scientists, Dr. Rats re-, -ti°nci, l but a 1;

• calls, believed the Apollo
manned lunar expeditions were

A Eidi_

more of an engineering project
than a scientific venture until
they uncovered countless new
secrets about the moon. Then
the scientific community lot

BLONDIE
WAIT;
DeiGwicx30 °ow'
1-(ANG up YOUR
COAT ANJO NAT'

behind the Apollo project and
the same thing could hapPen with the Skylab program, he
believes.
The first Skylab project has
an estimated price tag of about
$2 billion but may run higher. A
second Skylab adventure would
cost another $600 to $700 million, some space _officials estimate, Dr. Rees only'pegs thefigure in the "hundreds of millions," with most of the additional money going to install
improved 'and more sophisti-

r

gtatztGor ALL ABOUT
MAKING OININER•••
WE'LL
i-LAVE TO
EAT
OUT!

THE PHANTOM
&RAW, W141 ARE THE
WITCHAAEN GATHERING?

HAVE YOU FR1E/4175 AMONG
THEM THAT CAN REPORT
TO U5?

KNOVI NOT. 1.111iNK
IT RELATES
TO THE JUNGLE
SICKNESS

I WILL GO
mYSELF.

WE mu5T 5EN0 SOMEONE
To syr uPoN THEM,.

WE HAVE
NO FRIENDS
AMONG THEM •
THEY ARE
- All Ert. COT.

IT IS TOO
DANGENZOu5.
EVEN FOR )0(i
-

space dividers .can
tlig
ve w
d
meo
coeran
be both inexpensive and highly
effective.
Such dividers, composed of
floor-to-ceiling Spring tension
easy -to-mount
and
poles
panels, are offered in a wide
range ,of styles, finishes and
- price - tags by the GalwawdivfProducts
of , Butwood
non
Company, Traverse City, Mich.
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1 Felony
6 Dull, spiritless
persons
11 Earthquake
12 Perfect
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14 Sun god
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Book
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Psalms
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18 Hail,
20 Former
Russia?' rulers
-k1 Fruit-drink22 Saucy
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sheep
25 Flint
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-30 Sodium
chloride
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39 Greek letter
41 Girl's name
42 Anger
43 lures
4S In the distance
'f Poet /
46 Paid notice
47 DuHPOlo
49 Ftettre*/ letter
50 Abate .
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54 Performeri
55 LaSSOS
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EGG FONDUE

WITH TOMATO CRAB SAUCE - Its great to serve for Sunday
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One thing they won't stand
By PATRICIA McCORMACK
NEW YORK ( UPI)-Ever) for is fashiqn dictatorship,
year Vincent Monte-Sano gets a according to Monte-Sano.
Cbasumer is Boss
ballot entitling him to vote or
"The industry learned that women he thinks deserFe a
place on the best dressed list with the midi some segments of
"I don't reipond," he said ir the fashion press wanted to
an interview. "I get phone calls force on women," he said. "The
asking me to vote for this women decided to reject it and
person or that person and it the industry learned that the
doesn't make much sense:-ft's 'consumer is-the-bessr.--------=-a political thing and has
"When the consumer decides
something to do with how many to reject-something, the manuthousands of dolLsrs a woman facturens quickly change." •
Montetsano said retailers
spends on clothes in a year."
Downgrades List
keep cloie track of the sales'
Pooh-poohing the best dressed records.
"If one of 10 silhouettes sells
list happens on occasion, but
when the thumbs down signal fast and the others hang on the
comes from Monte-Sano ifs rack, the retailers, through
really "something else." He-is-- their buyersii -give the order- president ef • _the-New -Vork--Tellow that silhouette,' the one
Couture Business Council. For that moves like hot cakes."
30 years he ran a suit and coat
Use Computerr •
house but three years ago
The bigger the retailer the
retired.
more sensitive the stethoscope
"I . felt we were pricing he keeps on what's selling and
ourselves out of the Market," what's known as "a dog" in the
he said.
fashion industry. Monte-Sano
Clothes under the htceite-Sano said congtuters help the larger
.labPlaolclior_lrens-000--b41100: retailers to-keep the lookout en-"The best dressed list," he sales. "From day to day they
said, "falls apart when you can tell you what's hot and consider' how e11 the women whit's a dog," he said.
do who can't spend 850,000 a
The general ambassador for
year on clothes,
a large segment of the $50
"For my mone_y_a secretary billion &oar Apparel industry
making $75'a week is probably laid he was _surprised to learn,
better 11-t-dtesfig herself and during speaking engagements,
more creative than the women that women have an idea
who spend thousands.
designers plot new looks, all
•
Fashion.SpokesinaaIkgroeing _on staVs..going.to _be •
-"The .women-who put..thern.....new .in the fashion.--season---selves together on a tiny budget ahead.
and look well and feel
"There are no s
-secret
comfortable and confident, they meetings anytime," he said. •
truly are best._
dressed,The-"The_cnanufacturersjust try-ba-other is a false thing."
give women what will • be
In his role as president of the palatable in fashion."
Couture group, Monte-Sano
lectures at colleges and before
The typical American superwomen's clubs nationwide. He market in 1971 stocked 8,500
also is the spokesman for 34 items, but 38 per cent were non-.
Couture designing houses and 20 foods ranging from hair spray
military fashion groups.
to rawhide bones for dogs.
"I am learning," ne said,
"that the manta of America
Metal garbage cans will be
are fantastic. They are like eliminated in Paris in 1975 and
great big sporges. They de- replaced by plastic bags.
mend a lot but they give a lot."

HEADS CATHOLIC UNIT
NEW YORK 1AP)- A Methodist theologian, the Rev. Dr.
Albert C. Outler, of Southern
Methodist University, has beConde president of the Ameri-can Catholic Historical Association, the first Protestant ever
to be elected to the post. A
leaderia ecumenical affairs, he
has been described as the"most quoted man on the Second Vatican Council with the
exception of Pope Paul VI."

son said one could breed a hairy
potato which would exude a
sticky substance and trap
aphids, the potato's main enemy. The hairs would protect
the potato

SAti/A4P
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Best Dressed List OtWomen Falls Apart
When AmoutitSpent By Those

HELP-FOR POTATO-- LONDON (AP) - Bfeed. a
potato that can fight back
against insects, says a Bristol
scientist.
Writing in the magazine
New Scientist," Dr. R.W. Gib-
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By CecilvBrownstone
Associated Press Food Editor

We've discovered a lovelY
main dish to scrve for Sunday
brunch or Sunday night supperl
It's an Egg Fondue with Tomato Crab Sauce
ThO egg mixture comes out of
the oven in a form that is a
cross between a custard and a
souffle The crab sauce served
with it is delightfully seasoned.
You can relax while the egg
dish is baking because It needs
no Jerirlinc- the crab-sauce may
be made ahead and reheated at
the IA minute
EGG FONDUE WITH
TOMATO CRAB SAUCE
8 large eggs
1 cup grated sharp cheddar
cheese
1 cup creamstyle small-c1,rd
cottage theest•
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/8 teaspoon pepper
Tomato (7rab Sauce
Turn all the ingredients except the Tomato Crab Sauce
into an electric blender, cover
and blend until smooth Pour
egg mixture into a buttered
1 1/2 quart souffle dish or similar utensil
Bake in a preheated 350-degree oven until a silver knife
inserted in center comes out
cleari'L 40 minutes
Cut into wedges and Set'V.a4
once with Tomato Craligauce,
Makes 6 servings
"'
TOMATO('NAB SAUCE
I can (7 1/2 ounces) Alaska

king crab or 1 package (6
ounces) frozen Alaska king
c:ab
1/4 cup diced onion
3 tablespoons- diced green pep-

Miss
7
Bef

1 tablespoon butter
1 can (6 ounces) tomato juice
2 Medium tomatoes. diced
1 tablespoon minced parsley
1 1/2 tablespoons red wine vinegar
1/2 teaspoon sugar
1/2 teaspoon salt ,
1/8 teaspoon pepper
/Z- tegiso-on WOFOSTers-hi
sauce'
Drain canned crab and slice
If frozen crab is used, defrost,
drain and slice Gently cook
onion and green pepper in butter until Soft Add tomato juice,
tomatoes, parsley. vinegar,
sugar, salt, pepper and Worcestershire. simmer 3 minutes
Add crab and heat through.

ACTION TEAMS N A M ED
RICHMOND, V'a. (AP) The Presbyterian Church U S
I southern) is establishing regional teams in 15 states to
encourage church members to
'•syitness to the nation's legislative bodies on contcm pora)-y
social issues on which the
church has taken positions
The aim, says the Rev
George A Chauncey, head of
.the church's office on public
affairs, is to help the .church
implement its 'social pronouncements
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NOTICE

NOTICE

AUCTION SALE

SERVICES OFFERED

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AUCTION SALE

Rates-fa-

ANTIQUE CIVIL war bed,
; si's
$100.00. Phone 7534726 after 5:00 Not Compni
SM.11- •
J21C
p.m.
•
By JOHN CUNNIFF
JANUARY SPECIAL; Big 3'
AP Business Analyst
bedroom double wide. Everyone
AUCTION SALE EVERY Friday night on Highway 641,
YORK (AP)-For many
NEW
for
January
in
one
can purchase
TAX SERVICE. Leave records
three miles north of Paris. This week, lots of goodies. 9
months consumers complained
furcompletely
$6595.00,
only
for fast preparation. Government
piece dining room suite, four bedroom suites, set of 6 real
nished. Delivered and set up about high interest rates, as
trained. Reasonable rates. Phone
nice chrome chairs, odd dressers, chests, old oak wash
within 100 miles. BUN -Mobile they should have. Some rates'
753-2959 or 436-5430. February7C
stand, old oak dresser,odd beds, wicker desk, trunks, nice
off like
WHEN
3900 South Beltine High- would have taken
Homes,
-base cabinet, odd table, chairs, rockers aiWutility
tied ,
been
hadn't
they
if
rocket's
Phone
Kentucky.
Paducah,
way,
YOU BUY
INTERIOR PAINTING. Free
.23-1/16x35"
cabinet. Electric ranges, refrigerators, old glasi, pin,
to the launch pad by usuryi
J21C
443-6150.
-estimate. Work guaranteed:
green and some carnival. Dishes, pots, and pans, butter
.009 Thick
laws.
furnish references. Phone 7
molds,piano stool and lamps. Plenty more. Come and see.
plates are perfect GIRL'S LOAFERS,sizes 81-2 to 4, Nowthe rates are falling, btil •
hese
TO'
3484.
ideal for school, "F price Boy's the complaints aren't. They/
America's largest selling multi-vitamin multi-mberal
product!
for siding or roofing
_
sale, Regular $5.99. Sale may in fact grow louder during'.
shoe
trucking,
BUUDOZER WORK,
41- placing
for
barns,
$3.99. Regular $4.99, Sale $2.9: the next few weeks.
36 Tablets FREE
bank gravel, fill dirt and
situation arises not solely'
The
when yotr-bUy the
and
coats
dress
Girl's
and
Boy's
SUPER
or
354-8569
of
Hardin
-bottom
round
Phone
a
topsoil.
72-tablet size!
PLENAMNS
car coats, sizes 2T to 14 years, because of the economy's
TFC_
354-8161after 6:00 p.m.
mobile homes to keep one-third.
YOU SAVE 2.69
off- All childron' Regalia vertical motions _but
fan Allamesseassm
.1 yea .1
_
Wlfls
snow,
an
20 per cent off. One the equally peculiar manner in
sportswear,
ou
FOR
'ourse1
Store,
RENT
er e•
Changes,
and slacks, 44 which consumers assume
Service
blouses
rack
ladies
Rewiring.
202 East Main Street, Murray,
and for many other
when you buy the
different roles. _
* a
l
Electric Heat Specialist. No job is Kentucky will be sold in small FURNISHED HOUSE FOR boys
price.Settle Workman.
144-tablet aim!
andhigh they
When rates were
uses
1106
rates.
Reasonable
too
small.
Madge
lots by the manager, Miss
YOU SAVE 4.
or girls. Phone 753-3040. 320
so they ks
were
Werrowers,
table
WSycamore.Phone 753-t-titchen
SQLID-OAK
J20P
Alexander January n, 10:00 Woodlawn.
complained about the high cost
anything
or
work
15C
3'x6'
February
chairs;
E67.
-shine.
rakt,or
• -144 Tablets FREE
table. Everything well refinished 'of getting a loan. Wow they are
er
-twenty-ftv
=t Bizet
SPECIAL-Mi-rnit&d41Mle-- 11711
L'OR ALL your home additions, enjoyable businesa and the nice many conveniences. such a
and painted bright yellow or savers-the rate remains near 8
OFFER-SAVE TODAY! you SAVE 8.69
alterations, remodeling, etc. customers, she regrets selling Carpeting, electric heat washer.
orange by graduate art student. per cent of takehome pay-anct
Hate to part with them, but the rates being earned on
.Free Estimates. Phone 753Cast
•
but due to her father, Mr. Furnished. Near College. Pho
TFC Lawton's death leaving , the
Call very early or very savings accounts are falling.
moving.
6123.
753-7920.
DALE & STUBBLEFIELD ,
•i'ome_trend
s
ME. 11. Sill
II OM
late-753-336K Good deal..
, a-Togicirec. ,
bather- Mr: R0010130.00 PER month and
o
1
SPORT OF
•
103 N. 4th St
Menne and the getting of help up. Call 436-2173, Tuesday and
y by the
supp
money
e
• JVD.0 &
F
71,
41
9F11
sellin
-situation she -Is
Murray, Ky.
'Federal Reserve. With money
t
EN-s
D-ETt
S
ireconomy,
641 PET SHOP.7 miles North Of BALDWIN PIANOS and organs at_the._1more plentiTu
0
I
•
(TiMh
Tent-or sale. Rent applies to Health Clue.
Mwi.y. Flak Bint9,-pupples,
your savings aren't needed
at
soil
TO
no
wall,
WALL
FROM
ment
E BEDROOM trailer,
hamsters, guinea pigs and purchase. Lonaglo Piano Co., For Men,Wo en
quite so much.
- Atgroceries will sell first and urnished. Lodited one mile all, on carpets cleaned with Blue
supplies. Phone 753-1862 or 753=- across from Posf Office, Paris, f
It is entirely likely, therefore,
ht bell
aurir
a:
y 2a
iarrwnen
bell-ts
Calif.-The
Rent
electric
Lustre.
champooer
GARDENA,
753Call
dry
foot
10
dairy
Road.
case,
foot
12
Benton
on
J21C
J27NC Tennessee.
9457.
during the next few weeks
that
For information, call 7674457
in
Shopping
K,
Corporation
Belaire
Motor
Nissan
rack and vegetable box, large
paid on savings acrates
the
the
of
distributor
Center.
the
J22C
U.S.A.,
•
food_ and tee cream case, large
ELEXTISOLUX SALES & Ser- REDUCE SAFE di fast with
counts will drop one-quarter or
in
trucks
and
cars
of
line
Datsun
(2)
ft.
12
house
one
old)
year
case,.(3
AND
drink
TRAILERS
vices, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M. GoBese Tablets and E-Vap SE).--1 ii.. fANK cleaning, back
those
ftiver-Area,-1 BELTONE FACTORY fresh the United States, announced one-half per cent, and that
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- "water pills". Holland Drug hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 7 gondolas,12foot meat case, globe T. Lake,in Blood
hearing aid batteriesfor all make year-end sales figures totaling time deposit certificates paying
436heater,
Call
electric
swinging
slicer,
Murray.
from
TFC
es
1TP
5933.
TFC Store.
mington, Kentucky.
WallsDrugs. J19C 255,001 vehicles sold at a retail up to 6 per cent will be less
aids._
hearing
(2) 20,000 BTU air conditioners
_
level during the year 1971. This common.
YOUNG MAN 25 years -old, 89 feet of wall counters, -to to
Some banks, notably First
recently married, honorable twenty foot sections (angle iron 4 ROOM APARTMENT, 202 S. COMPLETE AQUARIUM set up. figure was up 65 percent, or
discharge,. 4 years 'college and wood)floor truck and scales, 12th St. Call 7534944 or 753Stand,-10 gallon tank, 8 gallon 99,980 vehicles, over sales in National City, of New York,and
Crocker National, of San
education, worked thru school in shopping
carts, drink case 3864s
J20C tank, full hoods, pump, filters. 1970 when 155,021 cars and
Phone 753-2443.
Department stores and factories, without motor. 30 gal. water
.119C trucks were sold." Francisco, already have
COMInetfUng on the sales - lowered rates. Others are bound .
2 years hospital work in the Army heater, five heavy tables, stove TRAILER, 10X 56, 2 bedroom
Link, to follow.
Bob
achievement,
around
or
desires position in
pipes, broom and paper racks, electric heat. Call 753-7856 or 753TOWERS AND ANTENNA
One effect of the lower
Nissan's Vice- President of
Murray area. Phone 753two checkout counters, two £231.
AOC
at
Sales, said, "We are extremely savings account rates is to leave
.120F counter scales, RC Allen and
8900.
WHOLESALES PRICES
Series E and 11 Savings Bonds
with-- ----the
pleased
gMai- Carol* cash- register,
ANTENNA $14.95
TREES TRIMMED, cut complishrnent of the. Detain relatively more attractive. Both
Burrough's adding machine, 2 BEDROOM HOUSE with gis BIG JACK
T:V.fiervice Center
removed. laggAglimate
dealers and the distributor -earn 5.5 per cent when held to
drug display case, drugs And heat, near Panorama Shores.
Central Shopping Ceske
J
474-2744 or OMB&
To exceed our maturity.
organization.
tobaccos.
436-2266.
_le
7534845
Investors sometimes overlook
early projection of 240,000 and
fact that in order to receive
the
of
IRONING to do in my home. $.1 open
units
5,000
within
come
1
N
f en,11tr:7
nlr
5.5 per cent, however, they
that
upward
a piece. Call 753-1733 after 2
FOR
later
RENT
meeting
our
Douglas Shoemaker in charge
FIVE REGISTERED, Polled
must hold their bonds at least 5
trailerp.m.
260,000
of
projection
revised
Lamplighter
of sale. Phone Murray 753-3375 One bedroom
Hereford bills.
longer.
J20C 'carpeted, electric heat, nice bloodline. Past year old. Also, units, we feel is significant. To years and 10 months or
REAL EsTAirE FOR SALE for information.
If redeemed before that the
appliances, garbage disposal,
metal garage door. Call 753-3336 accomplish this in a year that rate will be lower-only a bit
air conditioner, storage bldg.
J2OP was faced with all kinds of
FOR RENT
2
1
TWO LOTS,200'1(200', located 2/
or See Hewlencooper.
private -lot downtown
On
challenges in the second six more than 3 per cent if cashed
• es East of Murray .with like
during the first year and less
new 12'x60' trailer, has all solid EXTRA NICE one bedroom location with everything furn BEATEN down carpet paths go months is a clear indication of
Lifted.
than 5 per cent if redeemed at
Datsun
entire
our
strength
of
Maple furniture; also new 12'x20' fornished apartment, lo block
when Blue Lustre arrives. Rent
time before maturity.
any
•
had_not_boen
Wit
organization.
outside block building. City water from college.•Couples only.. N
Begley
Very large 2 bedroom, fur- eleCtric shampooer
This means that a bond
the
and
strikes
dock
the
for
available. Phone 753-8832. J20C pets. Electric heat and air 1
Shopping
nished apartment,- automatic Drug Store, Central
ht for $1&75 will be worthJ22C confusion caused' by-;ditioner. Phone 7534135 or
gas heat, nice appliances, Center.
-only
$20.40 after two years and
economic
new
President's
TRAILER PARK with 9 trailers, 4478;
TFC storage in basement. Plenty
$23.82-after five, but will return
we
am
that
I
sure
programs,
7 acres of land. Three miles from
parking space. Quiet down- CALIER Timothy and Clover would have well,exceeded even to its owner $25.73 if held to
Murray. Will finance'Phone 753. PROFESSIONAL OFFICE space
town locution. Ideal for four Hay. Phone O.L. Cain Jr. 753- .our.-most optimistic -projec6231 or 753-7856.
inform a ti
I-.J2OP
-:-41,--111-3nd-STERFEOriales-&--Service
• 1-5r couple Wini everyhigh rate is not
The relatively
DultiiritY-t
tion."
Thomas at Federal thing furnished.
Bruce
contact
of going unobserved by Small
good location;
month
the
Reviewing
Savings and Loan, Main Street in
ALL KINDS of Greeting ,Cards December separately, Nissan investors. The Cash value of
and REFRIGERATOR'S Rented to Girls Only SMALL
Phase 753-1257
or future liwestment. Sa •
business FARM:
TFC
753-7921.
phone
or
just a note. Come by
Murray
including
J20C
One mile East Murray, apannounced retail sales of 13,770 savings bonds outstanding at
or call 753-1712. J2ONC
Olive
West
proximately 10 acres pasture. 6Nossamotessolawasistasowassag
cars, up 8 percent from the the end of 1971 was at a record
Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
period a year ago when high of $54.3 billion, a gain of
same
. FOR RENT
Cozy older. 7 room house, == Nice furnished apartment 2 HORSE TRAILERS for rent and
dealers retailed 12,702. $2.4 billion in one year.
Datsun
Central Shopping Centei." --- Phone 753-5805
12 x 61 2 BEDROOM MOBILE Pickup truck sales for the
Murray,
Shell,
Super
641
Another possible effect-of less
at
sale
modern. For appointment call
.1.
for 3 or 4 college boys. Also 3
home, gas heat. Carpeting.. Very month
Kentucky. Phone Max at 753TFC
436-2173.
units, attractive savings account
5,670
to
amounted
L.T. private room with kitchen .„..4 9131.
1TC clean. Extras, reasonable. Phone up 24 percent over last -rates may be a return to the
privileges.
J20C
753-6812.
December's 4,576. Total vehicle stock market by small inHELP WANTED
HELP WANTED
Phone:
If You
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
for December amounted vestors, many of whom were
sales
753-5865 days
carpeted, central 16 IN. PORTABLE TV, portable to 19,440,.up 13 percent over the routed in the collapse but who
fully
duplex,
SARAH COVENTRY now hiring GOLDEN
p.m.
OPPORTUNITY! - 753-5108 after 5:00
heat and air. Built-in stove. stereo Phonograph, 2 electric same period last year when might be gaining back some of
full or part time fashion show Agent wanted for Murray.Sa
Phone.753-4478 or 753-9135. TFC voice P.A. Speakers Microphone, 17,276.011its were sold.
their confidence by now. That at
-Phone
new plus commission.No travel. M
Under
directors.
30 assorted record albums,stereo
Dining
'least is the hope of some
confusion
the
of
-most
"With
management. Phone 753-3056 or have sales experience or degree. NICE 3 bedroom House,
amplifier.751-3111 after 4
over. the 'economic situation
267-4476 between 1:00 and 7:00 Contact Dennis Doerr at Holiday room,- Den, Garage, Quiet THREE BEDROOM trailer, 10'
p.m.
side
montli.-Cag
Southwest
possibility is
model.
Tempering
1987
per
mering
eers.
wide,
Before 5:00 p.m.
J19C Inn or at 7534033.
behind its," Link added, "we
p.m.
J21C location, $140.00
TFC of Murray. $80.00 per month.
brokers and
both
of
attitude
the
p.m.
6
after
753-9917
continued
sales
to
forward
look
•
Of
fiberglass
investors. It wasn't only falling
()Duple only. Phone 753-9293. J21C 1968 MODEL 14 FOOT
in
72."
progress
Mercury
fishing boat. 45 H.P.
prices that drove away many
NICE TWO bedroom trailer.
Motor and trailer. $465.00. Also 1
investors but the cold,
small'
location. One mile from _
SALE
Beautiful
AUTOS FOR
ti-real Fur
Between 6:00 p.m.
used _15 ft. boat trailer $65.00.
even rude, attitude of some
limits. Phone 753-5109.• J19P
Is looking for o Manager who will oct like he owns
J20C
Phone 474-2309.
brokers as well.
7:00 p.m. In The
Is For
the place.
1965 PONTIAC 4 door' hardtop,
TWO
with
ROOMS,
hr
one
priva
and
Limited
The mon who coil hike complete chorge -will be re:_
(NIFS)
Chicago
Evening
trailer.
MOBILE
walking Good tires. Must sell. Phone 753- 2-BEDROOM
entrance, within
with.
funds don't necessarily mean
you-know your -route
Furnished, level loC 1502156.
Phone
of
753- 4445.
university.
distance
decoraJ20C
• Excellent salary
boy's number, please call
Chant. limited luxury in home
Baptist
of
east
block
ting these days.
1387.
TFC
• Life Insurance and Hospitalization
him first. If you get no
sacrifice.
„wW
Puryear, Tenn.;
You can tteat yottrself to
•Paid Vacation
results then call John
J2OP the lavish look of a fur area
INICHEVROLET SPORT Van, Call 247.6203.
home,
mobile
2
NICE
I3EDROOM
profits.
on
Bonus
•
Pasco , Jr. at the above
rug, for-egireple, at a cost far
2 miles South on 641. Electric 327 V8, automatic, less than
OPENINGS AVAILABLE NOW IN WESTERN KENTUCKY
lower than you might expect.
number during the hours
3,000 miles. Good tires. Make a
4:00
after
Phone
753-4645
heat.
Mos.-Tues.-Wed.
Contact Curt Ragland for appointment 753-7199.
Easy on your conscience as
435listed
J 19C ood camper $795.00. Phone
p.m.
U.S. PRIME SIRLOIN
well as your budget are new
J19C
m
p
00
5.
after
5533
Un-Real Fur rugs that look
STEAK DINNER
enough like the genuine article
11411111111111111111111111111111111111111111110111
Complete and Satisfying
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) -It
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
to fool almost anyone.
.FOR RENT
$1.49
two weeks ago on a
started
Installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC INTERNATIONAL COMPANY BE AN AVON representative!
RED, in
VOLKSWAGON
1968
Nice furnishet apartment
TOPPING THE current list
taking applications for energetic It's an easy waz to make mone
cable car.
753Phone
condition.
good
INN
TRIANGLE
species
man-made
II
some
of
wornen at Midtowner Motel, and have fun in your free hours. for 2,3,4, or 5. College girls.
J24C
Janet Hill accidentally jabbed
2359.
offered by the Rug CorporaNEED LADY 'to share trailer Janniiry 24 from 10:00 a.m. to Call collect before 8:30 a.m.
Close to campus.
Young with a hat rack
Robert
Tex..
DaBas,
America,
of
tion
*Rh me. College student or 2:00 p.m. No phone calls
Phone:
1962 FRONTIER TRAILER 10 is a showy polar bear style.
after 6:00 p.m. 365-9424 or viri
romance bloomed.
a
and
exGT,
working girl preferred. Phone
FA1RLANE
'66 FORD
753-5865 days
J21P Mrs. Janet Kunick, Route 2 Bo
50. 2 Full size bedrooms. Good
please.
Fn a 30 by 54-inch size, it
The romance culmiruited
753-8369.
J20C
753-5108 after 5:00 p.m.
cellent condition. 390, 4 speed condition. $25110. Phone 753makes a perfect bedside rug at happily during the weekend
136A,Princeton,Ky.42445. 21
J2OP 2359.
about $20. To warm up a living when a city judge married the
sum I Pit suit lanussoussi $450.00.Phone 753-5517.
room conversation area, choose
TWO BEDROOM.,mobile home.
TEXAS REFINERY CORP.
.•
a.4 by 5-foot rug for lees than couple -on cable car.
SPAGHETTI SPECIAL
Apply to Mrs. B.B.Dill in person, 1970 CHEVROLET pickup 6 G001) USED double door .$40, ore 5 by 7-foot model for
i
highs
for
opportunity
offers
Thursday
LONDON'S SMOG DROPS
Dill's Trailer Court, no phone cylinder,straight shift,short bed, refrigerlarlis' °load used 30" about -11-6(3:"Or SO all-out for
come PLUS regular ,cash
All You Can Eat
LONDON AP) - Londop's
9-foot
by,
5
a
with
luxury
.1227
474-2378.
calls
Located
Murray
please.
Phone
and
$13150.00.
trips
bonuses, convention
electric range. Dutin's TV is sweep that costs Arolind $80. -air is getting steadily cleaner.
Drive In Theafitsentrance. TFC
idnIndant fringe benefits to
Appliance,118Soutii120'#
TRIANGLE INN
Other styles include silky reports the Greater London.
' J21 Simian in black and .brown Council. There was 80 per cent
mature man in Murray area.
t.
1_
LAKE FRONT,2 bedroom house
Regardless of experience, air
tone, red fox. 'cross -.foe, leis smoke in the air in 1971'
& FOUND
less
mall I. K. Pate, Pres., Texas Oil
In Pine Sluff Sheres Subdivision:
OW* RECUNER chair, 420.00. sheared Canadian beaver, white thatrin 1969. and-i0 per cent
last
shaggy
lapin
The
velvety
dioxide.
ermine,
sulphur
Call
.
For
Phone
Unfurnished.
711,
Parts.
Furnished or
Also Corvair auto
POUND FEMALE Beagle with Refinery Corp., Box
hit London 1962.
.
• J20
Jut Worth,Texas 76101.
• J20C
4113411 ter;P.M.
collar.Phone 753-8200.
and off-wh te Flockat
BARBER
-open :00
a.m. till 5:00 p.m., Monday
through Saturday. Haircuts $1.00.
TFNC
FloYfii haircuts $.75.
HORN BUCKLE'S

Imill°1 MORE FOR
ie YOUR MONEY!
MI

•

•

AUCTION SALE!!

WELL KEPT carpets- show the
results of regular Blue Lustre
spot cleaning. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Murray Home &
J22C
Auto Store.
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GREAT_ ART

Dii
with the 12 weeks of mailed coupons from
Kroger and Top Value Stamps

2100 FREE STAMPS

pleU.c

off

and Section One of
Webster's Unabridged
20th Century Dictionary!

Bakery prices good thru Sat.. Jan. 22.
All Other good thru Tues., Jan. 25.
Limit Right Reserved.

1

With this Coupon
And Purchase of $5.00 or
mora, excluding tobacco products, MI milk in 'Tennessee) Expi;es Jan. 25.
Limit 1.

_

its way
County
bresika
as of y

schools
--Innen
C,1
fearhg
not yet

Abset
system
yesterd
This wa
the pa
school
U. S. CHOICE GRADE BEEF

-rflOtie- Web-Beef Cube Steaks

42' Golden-tom
29'
ORAN
18'
23'
12'Jonathan Apples

Bathroom Tissue

FAMILY PAK
OF 3t65 —

FAMILY PAK OF 6 to 10

KLEENEX--

Jumbo Towels

U. S. CHOICE BEEF BONELESS

Macaroni Dinner

U. S. CHOICE BEEF

KROGER

Boneless Shoulder Swiss

Tomato Catsup

U. S. CHOICE BEE r

Showboat

Boneless English Roast

69'

ears

FLORIDA 1

KROGER CHEESE &

Boston Roll Roast

5

with Um
and rack
to the
averag
figures'

Schoo
County

se.

FIRM,RED

Pork & Beans

6

GRIND IT FRESH — 3-1b.bag $1.99
FRESH PICNIC'

PORK
AST

Split Broilers
FRESH FRYER

tag Queers

'
Senat
surest s
make if
iticadd- I
home ti

BELDALE

cerning
stateme
type.
might 9
rapture
navel, t
for the
citizen
preeisel
to be dc
cost an
domesti
fects w

FRESH FRYER'

Breast Ouarters
Drinks
Kroger
port& Beans

FAMILY PAK OF FRYER

BREAST
LEGS

OR
lb

46-oz

3
7 1-1b.

REG. 10c SIZE Snickers, Milky Way
6-pak
fkiusketee,s
for

Candy Bars

FAMILY PAK OF 3 to Sibs

Lean Pork Steak

ss KROGER

La

WHOLE, LEAN

Pork Shoulder
BANQUET FROZEN

Fresh -Hams

Small Green Peas
Miracle Whip
Salad Dressing

WHOLE,LEAN

HOME PRIDE

FRUIT
PIES

Spray

Pear Halves

Spare Ribs

Bathroom Tissue
GRAPE,PEACH,STRAWBERRY, BLACKBERRY
12=oz
Kroger Preserves
'ars
KELLY'S PLAIN

3

APPLE
PEACH
CHERRY
CUSTARD
COC. CUSTARD

Beef Liver
PIG FEET OR

"Met
a foo'
Bernar
'The s
the sot

KLEENEX BOUTIQUE

20-ozs. each

TENDER SLICED

Starch

KROGER BARTUTT

OR CUSTARD

MEDIUM SIZE

We a
death c
known
twentyprobati
of agri4
and pr
have k

Chiri Con Came

Gayety
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